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Abstract
Improving Visual Speech Synthesis using Decision Tree Models
C.F. Rademan
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: MScEng (Elec)
March 2016
Visual speech synthesis is essential for believable virtual character interaction. Tradition-
ally, animation artists recreate the oral motions expected from speech utterances.
In response, we present decision tree-based clustering techniques which are employed in
automating visual speech animation. This is achieved using a small dataset of phonetically-
annotated audiovisual speech.
Our work focuses on extending existing tree-based clustering algorithms by improving
on the modelling of coarticulation eﬀects. This is accomplished by capturing the mo-
tion of natural speech segments, referred to as dynamic visemes, and conserving their
parameters during clustering and speech synthesis. Dynamic visemes are defined as the
trajectories of oral features segmented by triphone boundaries. By applying simple search
and concatenation criteria, our visual speech synthesis system uses decision trees to better
predict which dynamic visemes to use.
Experimentation guided all design decisions, suggesting which oral features were of
greatest importance, identifying an appropriate dynamic viseme length and finding an
eﬀective interpolation method for conserving coarticulation.
We evaluate the performance of our visual speech synthesis models by computing
squared error diﬀerences between synthesised and measured feature trajectories. Per-
ceptual tests also asked participants to compare virtual characters animated by model
outputs. Both measured and perceptual tests show that our approaches lead to a clear
improvement over a comparable baseline.
Through our research, we intended on making speech synthesis more accessible. There-
fore, the conversational agents are based on the freely available MakeHuman and Blender
software components. The customised oral feature motion capture system is also easily
reproduced and requires only consumer grade recording equipment.
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Uittreksel
Verbetering Visuele Spraaksintese Behulp Besluitnemingsboom
Modelle
(“Improving Visual Speech Synthesis using Decision Tree Models”)
C.F. Rademan
Departement Elektriese en Elektroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MScIng (Elec)
Maart 2016
Visuele spraaksintese is noodsaaklik om geloofwaardige interaksie met virtuele karak-
ters moontlik te maak. In die verlede het animasiekunstenaars mondbewegings vanaf
werklike spraak nageboots. In hierdie studie bied ons tegnieke aan wat gebaseer is op
saambondeling met behulp van besluitnemingsbome. Hierdie tegnieke word gebruik om
die animasie van visuele spraak te outomatiseer, en maak gebruik van ’n klein datastel
van foneties geannoteerde oudiovisuele spraak.
Ons werk fokus op die uitbrei van bestaande besluitnemingsboom-saambondelingsal-
goritmes, deur die modellering van koartikulasie-eﬀekte te verbeter. Dit word moontlik
gemaak deur eers die beweging van natuurlike spraaksegmente (viseme) vas te vang, en
dan hul parameters te bewaar tydens die saambondeling en spraaksintese.
Dinamiese viseme word gedefinieer as die trajekte van mondeienskappe, gesegmenteer
deur trifoongrense.
Deur eenvoudige soek- en saamvoegingskriteria toe te pas, kan ons visuele spraak-
sintesestelsel van besluitnemingsbome gebruik maak om beter te voorspel watter viseme
aangewend moet word.
Alle ontwerpsbesluite is deur ekspermintering gelei, om bv. die mondeienskappe van
grootste belang te identifiseer, om ’n gepaste viseemlengte vas te stel, en om ’n eﬀektiewe
interpolasiemetode te vind wat koartikulasie bewaar.
Ons evalueer die werksverrigting van ons visuele spraaksintesemodel deur die kwa-
draatfout tussen die gesintetiseerde en gemete eienskaptrajekte te bereken. Tydens per-
septuele toetse is deelnemers gevra om die geloofwaardigheid van virtuele karakters, aan-
gedryf deur die modeluittrees, te beoordeel. Beide gemete en perseptuele toetse het aan-
gedui dat die voorgestelde tegnieke ’n duidelike verbetering bo ’n geskikte basislynmeting
toon.
Die doel van hierdie navorsing is om spraaksintese meer toeganklik te maak. Om hier-
die rede is die gespreksagente gebou op die vrylik beskikbare MakeHuman- en Blender-
sagtewarekomponente. Die pasgemaakte mondeienskap-bewegingsaftaster is ook eenvou-
dig om te herproduseer, en benodig slegs verbruikersgraad-opneemtoerusting.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in technology have increased the demand for natural, human-like communication
interfaces. For example, virtual conversation agents can be found in computer games and
in other human-like interface mediums, such as public or personal assistance avatars.
Character-based visual speech synthesis (VSS) plays a critical role in these interactions.
In response, this thesis presents models for improving virtual character-based VSS. This
research falls within human-computer interaction (HCI) research and can be extended
into the subject area of human-machine interfacing (HMI).
VSS deals with the reproduction of visual speech cues expressed by the human face
during speech articulation. Our primary aim is to select and improve upon a suitable
approach to VSS. Our secondary aim is to make our solution accessible by using open
source software and readily available consumer equipment.
The project’s primary aim is motivated by the importance of bimodal audiovisual com-
munication for aiding conversational interpretation. Agelfor et al. [1] and Summerfield [2]
demonstrate the importance of lip reading, concluding that a conversational agent’s visual
speech can compensate for deficiencies in the audio. Conversational agents also deepen
the level of engagement with an interface, making it more life-like and engaging compared
to audio alone [3].
The secondary aim will allow others to eﬃciently develop their own avatars for research
purposes. There are currently no existing simple-to-use toolkits or flexible platforms for
dynamic character generation and control. The pipeline developed in this study makes
VSS, as well as other forms of data-driven or algorithmic control of virtual characters,
more accessible.
Both aims are developed to allow VSS to exist in a resource limited environment.
This means that, besides using ‘oﬀ-the-shelf’ equipment and open source software, the
VSS algorithms must require relatively little training data and the chosen software and
programming languages should have active online support communities.
1.1 Problem Statement
The mapping of audio-to-visual speech is not one-to-one. In fact, visual speech alone has
no accepted pre-defined units, making its segmentation and its mapping to audio units
an open-ended problem.
A simplistic, but often unconvincing approach to VSS can be achieved by relating
a set of static visual speech cues, known as visemes, to audio speech [4; 5; 6]. When
automating this approach, however, visual speech realism comes at the price of an ever
1
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larger set of static visemes, which, in turn, require a more complex audio-to-visual speech
mapping. Using a corpus of static visemes is thus resource-intensive and is inherently
subject to limitations.
Therefore, the research objective of this work is to identify and improve data-sparse
approaches to modelling many-to-many audio-to-visual speech mappings. This requires
a number of sub-problems to be addressed. The VSS system must be able to naturally
capture coarticulation eﬀects. It will also need to synthesise new speech sequences based
on pre-formulated audio-visual relationships. This requires an elegant visual speech clus-
tering and mapping method. Once created, this mapping must be coupled with a search
and concatenation algorithm to synthesise new visual speech. The VSS systems’ output
must then be used to control a virtual avatar. Consequently, a motion capture and control
system for the virtual avatar must also be developed. Once completed, the VSS system
should be assessed using subjective and perceptual evaluations.
Furthermore, the VSS system must be attractive to individuals in under-resourced
work environments. This is critical for making HCI research accessible in new settings,
particularly in those with unexplored languages, a category under which much of sub-
Saharan Africa falls. Therefore, the implementation of a VSS solution will rely on a
versatile and automated animation pipeline that is adaptable to many languages. To
further comply with low-resource requirements, the VSS approach must employ accessi-
ble software resources and avoid advanced video capturing equipment and data-intensive
training algorithms.
1.2 Limitations and Assumptions
Conversational agents touch upon many aspects of study in the field of motion in graphics.
Therefore, it is important to define the limitations and assumptions relating to data
collection, clustering algorithms, and animation techniques.
Data limitations are a result of the high expense and level of diﬃculty incurred from
audio phonetic annotation. To compensate for these limitations, the recorded speech
should be taken from a phonetically rich dataset. To determine the eﬀects of this lim-
itation, the VSS system must be tested using variously sized training data sets. One
objective is to gauge if there is an optimal dataset size for the developed VSS system.
The method of data capture will be dictated by the animation control technique. The
recording procedure must also be easily to reproduce and cost eﬀective, using simple and
locally sourced equipment. These specifications will impact the precision and diversity of
the captured data. It is also assumed that only the monitoring of speech-related, external
oral features is feasible for this work. Therefore, no tongue, greater facial, eye, neck or
chest motion capture recordings are considered. Instead these will remain the domain of
future work.
The data clustering algorithm must be suitable for implementation on a standard
desktop computer. Real-time synthesis is beyond the scope of this work, though the final
VSS system should preferably be suitable to this type of usage.
The VSS clustering algorithm will be limited to speech synthesis in English using
the Extended Speech Assessment Method Phonetic Alphabet (X-SAMPA) for phonetic
annotations. It is assumed that the VSS technique employed will serve as a proof of
concept for synthesis in other languages since X-SAMPA covers a wide spread of other
languages.
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The avatar generation and manipulation systems should allow for maximum diversity
in human-like character design and usage. That said, there will inevitably be limitations
to the characters’ graphic realism and VSS. The consequences of these limitations must be
considered in terms of interaction psychology and intelligibility. Perceptual tests should
assess these limitations and their eﬀects on the user.
1.3 Significance
In the course of this work, decision tree-based, time-series clustering algorithms are devel-
oped. The performance of these algorithms as VSS models is evaluated through objective
and subjective analyses, which demonstrate improvement over an adapted baseline algo-
rithm. Testing also revealed the limitations of mean squared error evaluations for pre-
dicting visual speech perception. These findings have been published in a peer-reviewed
international conference paper [7] which is included in Appendix D.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the developed system is attractive in constrained sit-
uations where neither advanced motion capture equipment nor much phonetically tran-
scribed audio data is available. By making use of freely-available software tools, the
proposed system enables small research groups in poorly resourced environments to pro-
duce flexible virtual avatars capable of VSS.
There is also an array of applications for the VSS system which go beyond the research
scope of this work. These include: HCI; conversational and interactional psychology
research; usage as a tool for eﬃcient, digital media content production, as well as assisting
in studying the intelligibility of visual speech and language learning.
1.4 Scope
This thesis has identified and implemented an appropriate set of facial animation tools.
This involved using the open source software MakeHuman [8], for character generation,
and the Blender Game Engine [9] as the animation control environment. Subsequently, a
unique control technique has been implemented, referred to as scripted bone-driven shape
key animation, allowing visual speech reproduction to be mastered.
In the process of developing the facial animation system, a motion capture system was
devised. This identified and captured a minimised set of oral facial features, which were
used to animate that character’s visual speech.
A database of audio and tracked visual speech was also created using the motion
capture system. Testing revealed the best method of segmenting and joining the data so
to conserve and preserve coarticulation eﬀects during VSS. The database contained oral
feature trajectories, which were segmented into triphones and joined for VSS using an
interpolation algorithm.
The developed algorithms were evaluated with respect to each other, as well as the
training set size, and decision tree meta parameters. Testing revealed a set of suitable
parameters as well as improvements on the baseline algorithm.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Speech Communication
Communication is vital to human beings, with face-to-face conversation being our pri-
mary means of exchanging information. Speech is, however, a bimodal form of commu-
nication, being both audible and visual. Visual speech deals with the visible oral cues
associated with audio speech, specifically the lips, tongue and jaw, in the context of this
work. Humans are well versed in interpreting oral movements, which contribute to the
intelligibility of face-to-face conversation. Reproducing or synthesising these subtle and
intricately linked audiovisual gestures is a non-trivial task.
To fully comprehend synthesis of visual speech, one needs insight into a number of
fields, including articulatory speech, visual speech animation techniques and theories of
social interaction. This chapter will introduce the key concepts in each of these fields.
2.1 Anatomy of the Human Speech System
To produce speech, the human body tensions the diaphragm to compress the lungs and
consequently push air through the larynx and out via the mouth and/or nasal cavity
(Figure 2.1). The tension of the vocal cords in the larynx, as well as the mouth shape
and tongue position, coupling with the nasal cavity, leads to the production of diﬀerent
sounds as air is expelled. For example, a ’h’ sound is produced by forcing air through a
tightened glottis and open mouth and an ’f’ is generated by forcing air through the lower
lip and top front teeth which are in contact with each other [10]. The left hand diagram
in Figure 2.1 reveals that most of the anatomical mechanisms of sound production are
hidden from view during visual speech. The anatomy of the oral features, visible during
speech, are therefore of greater relevance.
The right side of Figure 2.1 illustrates the intricate arrangement of muscles around the
mouth, labelled A to G. For example, the orbicularis oris (G) is a complex of muscles that
is used to close the lips. Consequently, when reproducing the many visual speech poses
that need to be simulated for realistic animation, it is important to note the direction and
magnitude of skin region displacement eﬀected by these muscles. This is, however, an
extremely complex task, with many levels of abstraction discussed further in Section 3.2,
with Section 3.2.3 specifically investigating approaches to oral muscle simulation.
2.2 Phonetic Description of Speech
Each speech sound in the English language can be classified based on the place and
manner of its articulation. These units of speech are known as phonemes. Referring back
4
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Figure 2.1: Left: Anatomy of the human speech system. Reproduced from [10]. Right: labelled
oral muscles and their directions of contraction (A: levator labii superioris, B: zygomaticus minor,
C: zygomaticus major, D: risorius, E: depressor anguli oris, F: labii inferioris, G: orbicularis oris).
Reproduced from [11].
to the examples used in Section 2.1, a ’h’ sound can be described as an unvoiced glottal
fricative, while an ’f’ is an unvoiced labiodental fricative, as defined by the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [12]. The full IPA chart can be found in Appendix B. Table 2.1
classifies phonemes, into a variety of pronunciation categories. These classifications are
important for relating oral cues to audio, as discussed in Section 2.3.
Table 2.1: Classification of audio speech components. Reproduced from [13].
Since its introduction, the IPA has been extended to include sounds from many lan-
guages as well as computer-readable encodings. These extensions have lead to the ex-
tended speech assessment methods phonetic alphabet (X-SAMPA), which is used in this
work.
By using X-SAMPA, our proposed methods can, in principle, be extended to include
the diversity of languages in sub-Saharan Africa and beyond.
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2.3 Relating Sound to Mouth Shape
The key to good visual speech synthesis is the appropriate reproduction of the relation-
ships between audio and visual speech. In the entertainment industry, VSS has tradi-
tionally been achieved by trained animators. Their work involves the painstaking genera-
tion of visual speech animation sequences that are aligned with spoken audio recordings.
This process can be simplified and made more eﬃcient by the definition of visual speech-
phoneme pairings, known as visemes, such as those shown in Figure 2.2. The word viseme
is a contraction of the words “visual" and “phoneme" [14].
Figure 2.2: Illustrated example of the Preston Blair viseme-phoneme paring series. Reproduced
from [15].
Although static viseme-phoneme pairing systems have been proposed, the compila-
tion of a corpus of visemes diverse enough to fully capture the intermediate coarticula-
tory speech poses would be a diﬃcult and laborious process. The animator’s solution to
producing seamless visual speech sequences, known as ’speech cycles’ [4], is to use com-
puter graphic software components. These software options provide tools to eﬃciently
interpolate static visemes and tailor visual speech sequences to the level of realism and
intelligibility required of the virtual character (also referred to as an embodied conversa-
tional agent or avatar).
The shape of the mouth is influenced by the articulation and inertia of the surrounding
units of speech [16]. Therefore, the limitations of static visemes can be attributed to their
inability to account for these coarticulatory eﬀects. With this in mind, this work explores
models for phoneme-to-viseme clustering for visual speech synthesis taking into account
coarticulatory eﬀects.
2.4 Conversational Agent Interaction Theories
Before discussing visual speech animation and synthesis, it is important to have a broad
understanding of interaction theory, focusing on the cognitive and psychological under-
pinnings of virtual characters capable of audiovisual speech.
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2.4.1 Confluence of Seeing and Hearing
Visual speech has been shown to increase the intelligibility of auditory information [17].
For example, the “cocktail party eﬀect" has shown that a listener is able to pick up
significantly more information during conversation, whilst surrounded by other active
speakers, by focusing their attention on the speakers lips [18]. This is particularity useful
for those in noisy environments or who are hard of hearing.
Brain imaging research suggests that humans anticipate audio speech based on visual
speech [17]. These anticipatory gestures are perceived as natural when observed 100ms
to 300ms before the audio [19; 20]. However, there is no known rule for determining by
how much the mouth movements should precede the audible speech. The timing between
audio and visual cues also varies between diﬀerent parts of words and between vowels and
consonants. Capturing and reproducing these subtleties is key to good a VSS system.
As part of the reproduction of good VSS, mismatched audio and visual speech must
be avoided. In some cases, this can lead to an auditory illusion, known as the “McGurk
eﬀect"; caused by visual information (from the speaker’s lip movements) conflicting with
the audio information, and may result in the perception of a sound matching neither the
audio or the visual output [21; 22]. The most common example is the visual cue /ga/
with an auditory /ba/, which usually result in the perception of /da/. The McGurk eﬀect
is relevant to the understanding of atypical audio and visual speech on facial animation.
Other basic concepts to consider for clear audiovisual speech perception include clear
visibility of the mouth and a natural speech rate. The latter can be diﬃcult to synthesis as
speech has many dynamic properties, including accent, stress and context related accentu-
ations. The captured visual speech data must therefore be clearly pronounced/enunciated
at a natural speech rate. This data must then be accurately reproduced by the virtual
avatar from the captured recordings.
2.4.2 Realism and the Uncanny Valley
For our synthetic system to have human-like realism, it must perfectly imitate a human’s
visual speech. The conversation agent’s appearance and motion play a critical role in the
perceived quality and emotional response experienced by the observer. Therefore, the
study and identification of attributes eﬀecting realism, for example, human-likeness and
the naturalness of motion, are important.
The study of humanoid robotics has revealed that the aﬃnity felt towards objects of
increasing human-likeness grows, until a point is reached where discerning what is real
and what is not becomes diﬃcult, and the onlooker experiences an eerie or uncomfortable
sensation. This cognitive dissonance subsides when the observed entity reaches complete
naturalness. Figure 2.3 illustrates this eﬀect, referred to as the ’Uncanny Valley’, with
the observable dip in aﬃnity [23]. For moving or animated characters, the graph’s hypo-
thetical peaks and valleys are amplified [24].
The Uncanny Valley eﬀect is not as easily reproduced as might be expected from
Figure 2.3 [25; 26; 27]. Avoiding it requires an understanding of the interplay between
appearance, movement and realism of interaction. When these fall just short of human-
likeness, users may find the interaction disturbing [28]. To avoid the phenomenon during
virtual character development, the theories below, which reveal the intricate mix of psy-
chological phenomena associated with the Uncanny Valley eﬀect, must be considered.
• The theory of evolutionary aesthetics suggests the avoidance of the Uncanny Valley
by making the face appealing and/or attractive [29]. This is, for example, achievable
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Figure 2.3: Graph illustrating the Uncanny Valley eﬀect with examples (including comparisons
to traditional Japanese theatre masks and puppets). Reproduced from [23].
with the use of a symmetrical face with good skin. In line with these requirements,
the face’s proportions must be within those of human norms, especially for the
eyes [30].
• Rozin’s theory of disgust is related to theories of disease avoidance [29]. It stresses
the tendency for humans to avoid those with poor health indications, namely; bad
colouring, jerky movements and dozy looking eyes. The face’s skin should therefore
be smooth to give the impression of the character being of good health [30].
• The Uncanny Valley eﬀect can also be attributed to paradoxes involving personal
and human identity. This occurs when a human’s cognitive conceptualization of
being, which is brought about when observing a human-like entity, causes the on-
looker to grapple with the paradox of dealing with something that is neither human
nor machine [31]. MacDorman et al. [29] adopt this idea suggesting that eeriness
is experienced when the cognitive act of linking quantitative metrics between qual-
itatively dissimilar subjects (i.e. a human face against a computer generated face)
calls into question the original diﬀerentiation between the two categories.
• Terror management theories postulate that machines with human characteristics
can elicit a fear of death. Human-like machines can evoke thoughts of soulless-
ness, mortality or the fear of being replaced [29]. A simple solution is to give the
characters the appearance of a full body that appears natural, lively and preventing
the face from having an overall scared or menacing appearance.
• Expectation violation theory suggests that irregular social behaviour can cause an
interaction to feel eerie [29]. The solution to this problem, although beyond this
work’s scope, is to implement realistic, contextually relevant gestures and responses
to fulfil the users normal social interaction expectations. Graf et al. [32] suggest the
addition of head movements to avoid the Uncanny Valley eﬀect, even if they are not
related to the speech’s context. The authors also recommended that the appearance
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of having a full body is important as a ‘floating head’ is judged by most viewers as
eerie.
MacDorman et al.’s [30] mention a few design choices to avoid the Uncanny Valley
eﬀect. First, is to refrain from using photo-realistic texturing on the character. Addi-
tionally, the authors suggest avoidance of inconsistencies in the level of human-likeness
in character features. By avoiding near or mixed photo-realistic character components,
the need for near-perfect visual speech is prevented. Other attributes to avoid, which
are more common to VSS and graphics, include penetration of colliding surfaces or facial
tissue and the prevention of unnatural mouth shapes and movements.
2.4.3 Realism in Visual Speech
There is a perceptual relationship between character realism and movement that is evident
in visual speech. For example, the ability to correctly interpret poorly animated, non-
human-like cartoon character speech demonstrates that an approximate representation
of visual speech can be suﬃcient. As a result, it is justifiable to state that the level of
graphic realism can govern the required level of visual speech realism and that the chosen
level of character realism sets the minimum standard required for passable visual speech.
According to Osipa [4], the most important aspect of lip syncing is achieving the simple
but well timed motions of opening and closing and widening and narrowing of the mouth.
By morphing between these various shapes, the observer can get a basic impression that
the character is mouthing the words it is saying, as demonstrated in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Example of a speech cycle’s summation of mouth poses, which give the impression
of articulated speech, adapted from [4].
Identifying visual speech errors that are acknowledged by animators will help in the
VSS systems’ assessment. Key attributes to avoid are overly active lips and over enunci-
ation, which can result in disjointed or jumpy looking visual speech [4]. Visual speech is
often relaxed, with the mouth only slightly opening and closing, and the tongue playing
a minor role.
2.5 Conclusion
This introduction to audiovisual speech highlighted the anatomy of the mouth and the
techniques used by artists, leading to a cognisance of speech coherency and interaction
theory. It can be concluded that VSS should not rest in identifying a set of defined
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visemes, but focus on capturing and incorporating the natural gestures and coarticulation
eﬀects of visual speech. A good impression of visual speech can be generated provided
the captured mouth shapes are diverse, adaptable and that the VSS system’s synthesises
speech with the correct timing in relation to the phonemes’ utterances, while accounting
for coarticulation eﬀects. The appearance of the conversational agent must also avoid the
attributes which supposedly elicit the Uncanny Valley eﬀect.
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Chapter 3
Facial Animation Techniques
The previous chapter presented a broad background of visual speech and interaction with
virtual characters. The focus will now shift toward identifying the most appropriate facial
animation (FA) technique for this project.
3.1 Introduction to Computer Animation
From the perspective of a computer animation artist, a scene can be broken down into
five procedural elements: forming, surfacing, lighting, motion and rendering. All are
considered to be of equal importance for good animation. In the context of this work,
however, the focus will be on motion. Forming, surfacing lighting and rendering are all of
secondary importance as they are only a means towards creating the virtual character.
As motion is usually the last step addressed in computer animation, the secondary
goals will be explained first. To start, forming involves the creation of three dimensional
(3D) virtual objects. Forming a 3D object is accomplished with a computer generated
mesh; a net-like polygonal geometric surface consisting of edges linked by vertices to create
an intricate multi-faced object. A mesh’s form represents the outer shape of an object.
Surfacing is the process of colouring each of the mesh’s multiple surface faces, giving
the object the appearance associated with the materials it is made of. For a human-like
character’s facial mesh, a dynamic colouring scheme is required to represent the expected
colour variations of healthy skin. Lighting and rendering are also important as they eﬀect
realism. The lighting must suﬃciently illuminate the character. Rendering involves the
generation of each pixel of the final 2D projection of the 3D scene from the camera’s
perspective. Section 3.4 addresses the selection and use of the animation software options
capable of forming, surfacing, lighting and rendering the virtual character.
Returning to the primary focus of character motion, computer animation techniques
used in the movie industry have many parallels with stop-motion animation, where an
animator must create a character’s poses for every scene. In computer animation, each of
these unique poses, known as keyframes, can be interpolated between, thereby automating
much of the animation process. Motion, in the context of this work, will, however, be
achieved by animating the avatar using the output of the developed VSS system. There
are many approaches toward using this output to generate motion in graphics, which will
be discussed next in Section 3.2.
11
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3.2 Facial Animation Techniques
The current approaches to FA are laid out in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of approaches to control computer facial animation. Reproduced
from [33].
Low-level FA (the left topmost branch of Figure 3.1) concerns the way in which basic
motion is parametrised and achieved. This involves the morphological processes carried
out on the 3D object’s mesh.
High-level FA concerns the production of whole animation sequences, hence high-level
FA can be considered a tier above low-level FA as it governs the large scale motion
processes, which are translated into virtual object surface manipulations by low-level FA.
The boundaries between high and low-level FA depend on the control technique used
and, in practice, are not necessarily split as clearly as suggested by the figure. The main
sub-branches of FA will now be considered, starting from low-level FA on the left to
high-level FA on the right of Figure 3.1.
3.2.1 Interpolation
Interpolation translates the geometric representation of an animated character’s mesh
from one configuration to another over time. For example, linear interpolation allows a key
expression of a character’s mesh to morph to a subsequent key expression along a straight
path (usually using the vertices), within a specified time [9]. As mentioned, these key
expressions are commonly referred to as keyframes; extreme positionings of a character
at a particular frame number in an animated sequence [34]. Keyframe morphological
tools commonly available in animation software include linear, polynomial and spline
interpolation as well as Bézier curves. Bézier curves are popular for generating curvaceous
regional interpolations, allowing for more flexible and thus more natural pose transition
rates.
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Interpolation styles are important because they must smoothly link the VSS system’s
outputs, which are going to be in the form of time-positional data segments. It is rec-
ommended that the influences of the interpolation style used joining the visual speech
segments should be experimented with to consider their aﬀects on speech realism.
3.2.2 Direct Parametrization
Direct parametrization attempts to surpass the limitations of interpolation methods [35].
In direct parametrization, a set of parameters are defined, for example the distance be-
tween two vertices of a mesh. By altering the parameter’s value, the mesh is deformed
using basic geometric transformations, including scaling, rotation, translation and interpo-
lation. This technique allows a variety of dynamic shapes to be controlled by modulating
the appropriate set of parameters.
Although direct parametrization allows for eﬃcient computation, setting up these
parameters is very time consuming for geometries composed of many vertices. It can also
lead to unnatural results if, for example, an individual or mixture of parameter changes
excessively exaggerate a facial mesh deformation, thereby causing the virtual model to
assume an unnatural pose. If direct parametrization is implemented, it must be done so
with great caution so to avoid unnatural facial poses or movements, which could cause
the cognitive discomforts related to the Uncanny Valley eﬀect.
3.2.3 Pseudomuscle and Muscle Simulation Models
Pseudomuscle models use parameters, which are related to mesh deformations, to emulate
muscle movements [36]. Pseudomuscle visual speech models attempt to replicate the mag-
nitude and direction of skin movements induced by bones, tissue and muscles, requiring
far more detailed knowledge of human anatomy than that presented in Section 2.1.
Physics-based muscle models often simulate muscle and skin layers as interacting mass
and spring structures, exhibiting near-anatomic correctness [37; 38]. Simpler muscle simu-
lation models create facial actions by modelling more generalised mesh topology transfor-
mations which are not limited by a set number of parameters or by the facial topology [39].
The complex development of physics-based muscle simulations pushes it beyond the
scope of this project. However, emulating facial movements using a set of pseudomuscle-
like parameters is a viable option, depending on the mechanisms driving the FA. This will
be revisited in Sections 5.1 and 3.4.
3.2.4 Script Based Animation
High-level script-based FA is driven by a program that relates text-based dialogues to ani-
mations. These algorithms work with text input or orthographic transcriptions of recorded
speech to produce visual speech synchronised with audio. Tagged facial-animation-from-
text systems, such as that described by Albrecht et al. [40], include expressive tags in
their text input, as well as text-to-speech (TTS) engines, for generating synchronised
visual and audio speech-related expressions during VSS.
Script based speech animation algorithms are advantageous over other high-level FA
techniques because they allow for accurate audio to visual speech stochastic modelling.
This is because the algorithms are based on accurate transcriptions of audio speech,
resulting in better audio to visual speech predictive models. Chapter 4 explores script-
based animation techniques and algorithms for VSS.
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3.2.5 Manual Animation
Manual animation is the working realm of artists. As mentioned in Section 3.1, animators
go through the time consuming process of creating a character’s form, surfacing, lighting,
animating motion and lastly rendering. These processes require an excellent technical
knowledge of graphics and the graphics software. To reduce the need for developing
this technical knowledge, Sections 3.4 and 5.1 identify processes for automating dynamic
virtual character formation, surfacing and animation. This will allow the developed VSS
pipeline to be implemented in under-resourced environments, where the technical skills
and tools required for manual animation are not available.
3.2.6 Speech Driven Animation
Speech-driven animation attempts to match audio speech with lip motions by identifying
patterns that can be used to map audio signals to their naturally occurring visual speech
counterparts [33]. In contrast to script-based animation, no orthographic or phonetic
transcript is required. Stochastic modelling approaches are generally used, which can
include volume tracking, artificial neural networks and linear predictive coding (LPC).
3.2.7 Pupeteering
Puppeteering, animatronics and humanoid robotics refer to the use of electronically con-
trolled hardware to represent a human-like form. Figure 3.2 demonstrates three im-
plementations of back projected robot heads, created using a combination of both elec-
tromechanical and graphical systems. These mixed medium systems also claim to improve
engagement and speech intelligibility [41; 42].
Figure 3.2: Examples of mixed machine and computer graphic interaction technologies. Left
image: RoboThespian (left) and SociBot (right). Centre and right images: Furhat. Reproduced
from [41] and [42] respectively.
Research using mixed electromechanical and graphical robots has shed light on a
relevant hypothesis which relates forward facing two-dimensional head positioning to in-
telligibility. This hypothesis is based on the Mona Lisa eﬀect, which describes the fixated
gaze experienced by an observer of a forward looking facial image. Al Moubayed et
al. [42] attribute the Mona Lisa eﬀect to improving a user’s intelligibility of forward fac-
ing screen-based conversational agents’, specifically when observed from an angle. This
bodes well for the proposed screen-based avatar, which should face directly toward the
camera, thereby reproducing the supposed benefits associated with the Mona Lisa eﬀect.
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3.2.8 Performance Animation and Control Parametrization
Performance animation employs motion data captured from a human actor, through the
use of motion tracking software, to drive virtual characters. The adopted motion capture
technique will largely influence the digital representation of visual speech. In turn, this
will influence the control parametrization technique appropriate for visual speech ani-
mation as well as the VSS’s audio-to-visual speech mapping algorithms. The interplay
of these components highlights the importance of correctly selecting animation software
with a suitable set of control parametrization tools. Section 5.1 delves further into motion
capture and performance animation techniques relevant to the selected FA system.
3.2.9 Hybrid Animation Techniques
Conversational agents using hybrid animation systems explore the combined synthesis of
visual and audio speech synthesis. While audio synthesis is out of the project’s scope,
the processes used to map audio signals to visual speech images is useful, and will be
considered in Chapter 4.
3.3 Formalised Facial Parametrisation
The primary advantages of formalising facial parametrisation is to allow more comparable
systems and to allow easier collaboration in research.
Park [43] created the first virtual talking head. He did so by experimenting with
polygons painted onto a face, which he used as a basis to guide virtual face mesh topolo-
gies. Park applied direct parametrization to allow the mesh to morph into expressions.
Though successful, this technique was never formalised. Only later, in the pioneering
work of Ekman et al. [44], were means identified to recognise the emotions surprise, fear,
anger, disgust, sadness and happiness. This led to the development of the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS), which separated observable components of facial muscle move-
ments called Action Units (AUs) [45]. Eventually this influenced the development of the
computer animation MPEG-4 parametrised control standard [33]. The MPEG-4 standard
uses Face Animation Parameters (FAPs), marked in Figure 3.3, and Body Animation Pa-
rameters (BAPs). Both FAPs and BAPs are derived from geometric parametrization of
the face and body.
There are a number of disadvantages of using pre-defined standards, like MPEG-4.
Firstly, the motion capture technique needs to match a specific set of facial parameters,
therefore requiring a specific animation model and control system to be used. This can
be time consuming to reproduce and limit the flexibility of the animation and control
techniques. Standardised parameters may also limit new insight into articulatory gestures.
Therefore, this work has focused on meeting the accessibility and reproducibility issues
mentioned in Section 1.1. This does not mean to say that selection of an optimal set of
parameters for facial control was neglected. It is discussed further in Section 5.1.
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Figure 3.3: Face Animation Parameters (FAPs). Reproduced from [33].
3.4 Animation Software
3.4.1 Software Selection
For a preferable FA technique to be identified, it is necessary to asses the suitability
of the development environments in which such a system will be created. Three such
environments are considered here.
The most basic type of development environment is a graphic rendering application
programming interface. This provides for eﬃcient coding of every aspect of the virtual
character and its control parameters. An example of such a development environment is
OpenGL [46]. By implementing specially-written software, the animation control system
would be optimised for usage with the virtual agent. The disadvantages of this approach
would be the time consuming programming required to develop the control and rendering
systems and the resultant complexity limitations imposed. Both these disadvantages may
also negatively eﬀect those trying to improve this system at a later stage. Character
formation would also be required, a complex task ill-suited to those unfamiliar with 3D
animation.
Environments with pre-determined character control systems are available. Freely
available options include agents with control parameters, for example: Xface [47], RUTH:
Rutgers University Talking Head [48], GRETA (a real-time 3D embodied conversational
agent) [49] or USCICT’s Virtual Human Toolkit [50]. These tools are freely available, save
time generating a character and are already equipped with a control system. Editing the
input and control systems is, however, either not possible or diﬃcult to reverse engineer.
Without the needed flexibility for developing the input and control systems, these tools
limit their usability for VSS experimentation.
Animation and game engine software are an intermediate option between the first
‘build-all’ and second ‘already-made’ character development environments. These soft-
ware options provide customisable high-level FA and pre-defined low-level FA control
parameters. Examples include Maya [51], the Unity game engine [52] and Blender [9].
These packages are cost eﬀective since they are often free for research purposes, and in
Blender’s case, open source. They are also highly accessible, have online software support
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resources and are compatible with multiple operating systems. The high and low-level
FA systems are appropriate for the types of graphic manipulations required for this work.
This is because the means to control the complex low-level FA systems have already been
established. the high-level FA can be controlled using script-based animation, greatly
simplifying the requirements for a VSS control system.
In practice, the selection process was iterative. However, the advantages of game
engines, specifically Blender’s game engine (BGE) [9], made it the obvious choice for the
character control and animation development environment. The use of graphic application
programming interfaces would take too long to develop and software options with pre-built
agents were found to be too limited in animation and control diversity.
Blender is a feature rich open source 3D animation software package. It has minimal
computational requirements and is compatible with several major operating systems. Its
integrated game engine control parametrization tools have the major advantage of com-
bining easy to use game logic controllers (elaborated on in Section 3.4.2) with Python
scripts to control events in a virtual scene. This is an accessible programming language,
particularly when it comes to availability and diversity of its libraries. Although scripted
control of features is not unique to the BGE, it is the most powerful freely-available
option and is well documented with active online communities. Furthermore, Blender
2.70 includes integration with the NumPy Python library [53], which provides access to
advanced numeric operations useful for character control.
A secondary advantage to using the BGE was its compatibility with MakeHuman [8],
an open source 3D customisable character generation software. Forming, surfacing and
rigging (defined in Section 3.4.2) are major obstacles to overcome in creating a virtual
character. By using MakeHuman, our VSS system could avoid the need for a background
understanding of computer game character development.
MakeHuman provides over 1000 customisable character topologies and surfacing fea-
tures for the body and face and is compatible with major operating systems. The software
also automates the creation of a consistent and extensive set of animation tools, which
accompany the character when imported into Blender. These animation tools include
a large selection of oral gestures with the potential to collectively represent any visual
speech unit.
3.4.2 Animation Tool Selection
The characters created by the MakeHuman software are automatically paired with two
forms of animation tool, namely bone-driven animation and shape key animation. First
an introduction to these tools will be given, followed by a motivation and method for
selecting the latter as the character’s VSS animation control system.
Once a character is formed, and before animation can begin, a binding and control
structure, commonly known as an armature, is created through a process called rig-
ging [4]. For human-like characters, their armature often resembles a skeleton-like system
that consists of kinematic chains called bones, with which the character can be ani-
mated. The function of the bones in a rigged character has been described as “digital
orthopaedics", because bones manipulate the areas of the character’s mesh to which they
are bound, in a way that is reminiscent of how human bones manipulate skin [54]. Fig-
ure 3.4 illustrates bones, seen as linked grey octahedrons in the left image and straight
line-segments in the central and right hand images. The colour variation, seen in the
right hand image in Figure 3.4, reveals the extent to which the torso bone is associated
(or weighted) to the chest area of the character’s mesh. By this mechanism, the torso area
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is moved by angling the chest bone relative to the hip bone, giving rise to a bend which
is similar to a human’s back movement. This is referred to as bone-driven animation.
Figure 3.4: A rigged character with bones (left) with highlighted example of a bone weighted
to the character’s mesh (right). Reproduced from [54].
Shape keys (also known as morph targets or blend shapes) are another commonly
available animation tool. They remove the need for individual bones to be repetitively
moved to produce frequent gestures. Animators use shape keys to create a library of
character mesh deformations with which to speed up the animation process [54].
A shape key is created by saving a deformation of the character’s mesh, usually rel-
ative to its neutral state. It is then possible to use the software to interpolate between
the neutral and fully-formed poses [54]. Figure 3.5 demonstrates a shape key, which in-
terpolates between a neutral base position (left) and an extreme pose (right) in which the
character’s mouth is closed. Shape key animation has many parallels with a system which
couples a low-level FA direct paramaterization system with a high-level FA pseudomuscle
model (discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively).
Figure 3.5: Example of a shape key that characterises the closing of the characters mouth to
form a B,M,P viseme, adopted from [55].
Revisiting the character imported from MakeHuman, either bone-driven animation or
shape key animation could be used to animate the character in the BGE. Implementing
bone-driven animation is, however, unnecessary. This is because the imported MakeHu-
man character already has a large selection of oral shape keys, which have the potential
to collectively represent any visual speech unit.
For game engine control, it was found that the interaction of multiple bone-driven ani-
mations becomes cumbersome when trying to achieve the mesh deformations necessary to
mimic the subtle facial movements required for speech. This is because bones manipulate
only the areas of the mesh they are associated with. Combining multiple bone movements
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can result in unnatural mesh deformations which are diﬃcult to detect and prevent. The
use of shape keys can overcome this problem. This is because shape keys are limited to a
specific manipulation of the mesh. The interaction of the extremes of these manipulations
is also better coordinated during shape key formation.
The use of shape key animations as the character’s VSS animation control system
presented two problems. First, shape keys cannot be accessed directly through Python
scripts in the BGE. Second, an oral feature motion capture system must be created, which
must also consider the selection of facial markers and their related shape key animations.
Solving the first problem was crucial because, without the BGE Python scripts having
access to the MakeHuman character’s shape keys, the automation of the visual speech
animations could not be realised. This problem was solved using a non-trivial and undoc-
umented script-based animation process, referred to as scripted bone-driven shape
key animation. This uses bones as a proxy to control shape keys, and is achieved with
the use of a script. Note, that in the context of this work, a script is a short Python
program is written to automate the task of bone-driven shape key animation.
Appendix A provided a detailed explanation of how scripted bone-driven shape key
animation is be achieved. Figure 3.6 shows one of the MakeHuman character’s bone-driven
shape key animations, which controls mouth opening.
Figure 3.6: Example of bone-driven shape key animation controlling the MakeHuman charac-
ter’s ‘open jaw’ shape key animation.
The second problem, namely the development of the oral feature motion capture sys-
tem, is discussed in Section 5.1. The key point to understand here is that a custom
motion capture system was developed to track oral features. The MakeHuman charac-
ter’s oral bone-driven shape key gestures are then animated using a Python script, which
is given access to the tracked facial features. These facial marker placements can be seen
in Figure 5.2 and their relationship with the MakeHuman character’s oral shape keys is
discussed in Section 5.1.2.
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3.5 Conclusion
This chapter has surveyed current techniques of FA. Drawing from these insights, a suit-
able open source tool for animation control was identified. The motion capture system
compatible with the characters scripted bone-driven shape key animations is also men-
tioned. With the character’s facial animation control system established, diﬀerent ap-
proaches to VSS can be addressed.
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Chapter 4
Visual Speech Synthesis Overview
Chapter 3 explored animation techniques with a special focus on the character’s visual
speech control system, which used scripted bone-driven shape key animations. Our at-
tention will now turn to visual speech modelling and synthesis techniques.
According to Chen et. al [56], VSS has two common approaches. The first approach
uses audio-to-visual mapping rules that are often derived from observations of utterances,
which lead to gestural speech models. The second approach uses functional approxi-
mations, generating probabilistic visual speech models which emulate the relationship
between the sounds produced and their corresponding oral features or mouth shapes.
This chapter will identify which of these VSS models is suited to this work’s objectives.
4.1 Gestural Speech Models
In the context of this work, a gestural speech model implies a VSS system which uses
predefined deterministic models. These models commonly employ parametrised gestural
dominances to static visemes in an attempt to reproduce natural coarticulation eﬀects.
4.1.1 Rule-Based Visual Speech Models
Rule-based VSS attempts to create a theoretical representation of visual speech which
mimics the process of coarticulation. Parke’s [43] pioneering work, referred to in Sec-
tion 3.3, is considered a rule-based VSS model because it uses a simple cosine interpola-
tion scheme to compute the intermediate frames between predefined static visemes. These
simple rules, in combination with a parametrically controlled polygon 3D face topology,
allowed both visual speech and expressions to be interpolated [57]. Parke estimated the
control parameter values by recording and studying his own visual speech. This simple
interpolative method is ill suited to automated visual speech as it requires parameters to
be manually adjusted to suit each speech sequence.
Cohen et al. [58] used Park’s parametrized facial animation model to create a more
complex rule-based VSS system, derived from Löfqvist’s [59] theories on visual speech
gestural patterns, coherency and aggregation, as well as observations of oral feature dom-
inance over time. The model assigns a dominance to each vocal articulator, which, over
time, increases and then decreases in priority of physical articulation over the surround-
ing speech segments. The top right of Figure 4.1 illustrates the dominance of two vowels
in a VCV sequence. Articulatory dominance is modelled by decay functions, like Equa-
tion 4.1.1, which diﬀer in time oﬀset, duration, and magnitude.
21
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The bottom right of Figure 4.1 illustrates the physical displacement of a vocal articula-
tory feature relative to its neutral/rest position. This continuous trajectory is synthesised
based on the overlapping dominance speech parameter functions in the top right graph
of Figure 4.1. In other words, the temporal weightings determine the visual importance
of an articulatory feature’s displacement at each instance in time [58]. On the left of
Figure 4.1 is an example set of dominance functions for all vocal articulators for a single
speech segment.
Figure 4.1: The left graph represents the dominance of articulatory features over time for
a typical speech segment (as adopted by [58] from [59]). The right reveals synthesised plots
representing time-dominance (top right) and time-resultant displacement (bottom right) values
for a VCV word. The circles represent usual static vowel or consonant viseme displacement
values, known as target control parameters [58].
The dominance speech parameter function, Dsp, developed by Cohen et al. [58] is
expressed by Equation 4.1.1. Here, ↵sp aﬀects the magnitude of dominance, ✓sp represents
the increment rate before or after the dominance peak point and the power, c, modifies
the rate parameter ✓. The magnitude of ⌧ is the amount of time before or after the target
control parameter.
Dsp = ↵spe
 ✓sp|⌧ |c (4.1.1)
Cohen et al. do not provide a ‘correct’ set of values for the parameters in Equa-
tion 4.1.1. Instead, they subjectively discuss their use of various theories on speech
patterns, like those related to Löfqvist’s works, which influenced their chosen values.
Pelachaud [60] extended Cohen et at.’s dominance model by adapting the rule-based
VSS technique to automatically tune the parameters of a dominance functions to synthe-
sise VCV sequences. This used a neural network to minimise the diﬀerence between a
feature’s synthesised VCV parameters and its measured parameters. The neural network
used radial basis functions to determine the  j and  j parameters of the dominance func-
tion, represented by fi in Equation 4.1.2. This involves using quasi-Newton algorithms
for unconstrained non-linear optimization. Equation 4.1.2 represents the dominance of a
visual speech feature’s parameter as a summation of nine target control parameters per
VCV utterance.
fi(t) =
9X
j=1
 je
  |t time(tj)|
2
 2j (4.1.2)
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Figure 4.2 illustrates a synthesised VCV trajectory, “/apa/”, whose dominance function
values have been automatically determined.
Figure 4.2: Lip trajectories for the measured /a p a/ non-sense word and the RBF’s ap-
proximated trajectory. The vertical lines represent silence-VCV-silence phonetic segmentation.
Reproduced from [33; 60].
Pelachaud’s model is limited to VCV segments, and requires the dominance function’s
parameters to be tailored to the particular VCV sequence for accurate synthesis. These
limitations make dominance functions unsuitable for continuous visual speech synthesis.
Caldognetto et al. [61] extended the dominance functions presented by Cohen et al.
with the addition of temporal resistance functions and shape functions. The temporal
resistance functions consider the rate at which each segment is uttered, altering the dom-
inance of a segment accordingly. The benefit of this temporal awareness is its ability to
vary the physical displacement of vocal articulators for fast or slow speech rates. The
shape function synthesises distinctive feature trajectories, which may otherwise not a be
achievable by considering dominance functions alone. In both functions, an automatic op-
timization algorithm is used to estimate the parameters. This is based on a least squared
minimization of the error between measured data and modelled trajectories. This VSS
approach is again limited to VCV sequences, and also requires manual correction if the
error minimization algorithm produces undesired results.
Rule-based VSS models using phonetic tokens to define lip movements are a poten-
tially viable method for synthesis, however, they have a number of limitations. For ex-
ample, because rule-based model’s relationships are based on pre-defined phoneme-to-
viseme mappings, the visemes and model parameters must be defined separately. This is
a counter-intuitive approach because the model’s parameters and viseme corpus cannot
eﬀectively reproduce coarticulation if considered independently. This is because optimiz-
ing the synthesis algorithm to assign a multitude of dominance rankings to speech tokens
in varying contextual situations becomes cumbersome as the viseme corpus expands. Us-
ing pre-defined visemes in VSS also ignores the diﬃcult problems of clustering visemes
and relating them to phonemes. Bailly et al. [62] and Kent et al. [63] conclude that the
only way to improve models based on a finite set of pre-defined visemes is to increase the
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complexity of the rule-based control system as well as the number of allophonic variations
available to the synthesis model.
4.1.2 Anticipatory and Preservatory Models
Another notable class of rule-based VSS models uses numerical models to determine the
onset of vowel or consonant visual speech units [59; 64; 65; 66]. Two examples of these
models consider forward anticipatory and backward preservatory coarticulation eﬀects.
Forward or anticipatory coarticulation is a form of high-level articulatory planning that
aﬀects future speech segments on the basis of current articulatory gestures. Backward,
carry-over or preservatory coarticulation accounts for the inertia in the biomechanical
structures of the vocal tract, which cause current articulatory gestures to be aﬀected by
earlier speech segments [67].
Cohen et al. [58] identified numerical models for coarticulation, resulting in what they
refers to as time-locked, look-ahead and hybrid-models. Time-locked, or co-production
models, trigger the onset of the lip’s protrusion at a fixed time before the vowels’ ar-
ticulation. Look-ahead models start lip movements as soon as possible, following an
un-protruded vowel. Therefore, the second vowel’s onset diﬀers depending on the number
of intervening consonants [64]. Systems that use a mixture of the look-ahead and time-
locked models are termed hybrid models. Figure 4.3 illustrates the onset timing of these
models, plotting lip protrusion in typical VCV and VCCV segments.
Figure 4.3: Graphs representing lip protrusion trajectories synthesised by the look-ahead, time-
locked and hybrid models, for VCV (represented by the top lines) and VCCV (represented by
the bottom lines) nonsense words. Reproduced from [58]. Note, that for the hybrid model, the
rule phase transition is marked with an ‘X’.
According to Cohen et al., the look-ahead model is similar to that of Pelachaud et
al.’s [60] dominance model, as described in Section 4.1.1. In the dominance model, vowel
phonemes are assigned a deformation ranking, meaning that their associated facial ges-
tures are influenced by their intermediate context.
These alternative rule-based models require either hand calibration or semi-automatic
parameter optimization methods to tune their associated functions. These constraints are,
however, similar to those of the dominance functions described in the previous section.
These coarticulation rules are not dynamic enough to be trained to synthesise a diverse
range of speech for realistic VSS. Combining these approaches is also not necessarily
conducive to a better VSS model as the models will become less intuitive and more
cumbersome to calibrate. A quantitative analysis of visual speech highlights its apparent
asynchronous relationship with acoustic speech. This relationship can modelled in a more
reliable manner using stochastic methods, discussed in Section 4.2.
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4.2 Probabilistic Visual Speech Models
From a statistical point of view, a phoneme-to-viseme mapping can be expressed by a
variety of probability models whose parameters are determined by observations of visemes
under diﬀerent phonetic contexts [68]. These include vector quantization models, hidden
Markov models, neural networks, Gaussian mixture models and decision trees.
4.2.1 Vector Quantization Models
One of the earlier approaches to probabilistic VSS used vector quantization (VQ) to
map feature vectors extracted from audio speech to lip parameters [69]. A VQ codebook
was trained with the Linde–Buzo–Gray algorithm [70], providing a method of selecting
visual speech parameters during VSS. VQ was demonstrated to improve on rule-based
VSS. However, although VQ is easily realized and computationally eﬃcient, it is prone to
inaccuracies and discontinuities, due to the modelling limitations of the codebook [71; 72].
Chen et al. [73] used VQ to map audio speech to visual speech parameters. First,
VQ was used to classify the acoustic signals data into classes. These were then mapped,
using an averaged acoustic classes’ visual code word, to a corresponding visual speech
parameter’s centroid. Centroids were found by averaging a the parameters of a visual
speech unit. However, errors resulting for the use of visual speech centroids made this
approach unsuitable for realistic VSS. Creating distinct visual speech parameters also led
to discontinuity in the VSS. These artefacts were found to be particularly problematic if
the audio contained noise or echoes.
4.2.2 Hidden Markov Models
When using hidden Markov models (HMMs), the Viterbi algorithm can be used to predict
state sequences base on observed events [68]. An example of an early HMM-based VSS
system, proposed by Yamamoto et al., mapped acoustic speech signals to lip parame-
ters, determined by forced Viterbi alignment. In this work, the audio and visual speech
recordings were first parametrised to create sequences of phonemes and 3D lip parame-
ters. Phonetic HMMs are then trained using a look-up table of lip parameters, thereby
associating each acoustic HMM state with a corresponding visual speech parameter. This
look-up table is trained using Viterbi alignment. A HMM-based system with context
dependent lip parameters was shown to outperform a HMM with context independent lip
parameters, as well as a baseline VQ VSS model [74].
As in the case of VQ-based VSS, Yamamoto et al. [74] also demonstrated that limiting
the number of lip parameters in the look-up table dramatically eﬀects the continuity
of the VSS. Such discontinuities are compounded by incorrect audio-visual parameter
alignments. This HMM VSS method can also be applied to synthesis from text, provided
a text-to-phonetic transcription application is available [74; 75; 76].
Tamura et al. [77] proposed a HMM-based text-to-audio-visual speech synthesis system
which modelled audio and visual features in Japanese. Their system simultaneously syn-
thesised audio speech with synchronized lip movements. Speech Mel-Cepstral coeﬃcients
and the corresponding mouth lip parameters are used as the audio and visual parameters
respectively, as seen in Figure 4.4. The training phase divided the observation sequences
into auditory and visual parameter streams. For the triphone-based HMMs, decision tree
based clustering was used to share the audio and visual states, as they are known to
be influenced by diﬀerent contextually factors. Decision trees also had the advantageous
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capability of synthesising states that were not observed in the training data, merely by
descending toward features that were closely associated. Training the HMM models on
both single phone syllables and triphones, it was found that the latter provided better
VSS results.
Figure 4.4: HMM-based text-to-audio-visual speech synthesis system. Reproduced from [77].
Hofer et al. [78] more recently developed a two-step parameter generation “trajectory
HMM” to map audio signals to oral feature parameters. In the recognition step, the
most likely viseme unit sequence is chosen given an audio speech signal. During the
subsequent synthesis step, the viseme unit sequence is translated into motion trajectories.
The parameters generated by the motion trajectory HMMs include first and second order
derivatives in order to synthesise smoother trajectories. This technique is similar to
Kalman smoothing, or regularisation, in that they also employ continuity constraints.
Hofer et al. considered only mouth opening and width as lip parameters. A disadvantage
of the method is that it required a relativity large dataset containing 500 annotated
sentences selected for optimal phoneme balance.
In conclusion, audio-to-visual and text-to-visual mapping using HMMs is popular and
has been well explored [56; 73; 79; 80; 81; 82]. However, HMMs are fundamentally limited
by their discretization of visual speech parameters. The HMM systems quantise visual
speech parameters into set values or levels, which makes the resulting VSS trajectories
prone to discontinuity. Addressing this by means of trajectory smoothing algorithms
has so far met with limited success. HMM-based VSS also requires large training sets,
particularly if higher resolutions of quantisation are used. Therefore, HMM’s requirement
for large data sets and its limitations on audio and visual parameters suggest that other
stochastic approaches should be considered.
4.2.3 Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network (ANN) consists of multiple processing units, known as neu-
rons, which are connected in a network. Each connection has a direction and a weighting.
These weightings can be either excitatory or inhibitory and are ‘learnt’ by applying a prop-
agation function to the ANN. In this way, ANNs automate the creation of a relationship
between the input and output neurons [83].
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Morishima et al. [84] proposed an ANN-based voice-to-image conversion system, trained
using backpropagation. Their ANN consisted of three-layers, sixteen input units and eight
output units. The inputs were based on LPC cepstrum parameters extracted from speech
audio and the outputs were visual speech parameters. The authors also describe a text-
to-image conversion model as well as a second voice-to-image conversion model base on a
VQ codebook. These approaches were used as a baseline to asses the performance of their
ANN-based voice-to-image conversion system. Figure 4.5 shows the various VSS mod-
els. Note that the text-to-image conversion model used simple rule-based VSS, with a
pre-determined phoneme-to-mouth shape conversion system and seventeen mouth-shape
categories. The VQ codebook, for voice-to-image conversion applied the methods de-
scribed in Section 4.2.1 to relate audio parameters to image parameters.
Figure 4.5: Left: rule-based text-to-image conversion model. Middle left: VQ-based speech-
to-image conversion model. Middle right: ANN-based speech-to-image conversion model. Right:
Illustration of the ANN used for audio-to-visual speech synthesis. Reproduced from [84].
Testing concluded that the ANNs’ ability to synthesise continuous values made is
superior to both the VQ and rule-based models [84].
Öhman et al. [85] also trained an ANN, similar to that of Morishima et al., to di-
rectly map acoustic signal parameters to visual speech parameters. They used the NICO
toolkit [86] to create a three-layer ANN with thirteen units in the input layer, fifty in the
hidden layers and eight in the output layer.
Testing compared the ANN to the rule-based phoneme-to-viseme VSS system devel-
oped by Beskow [65], with the addition of a HMM to classify the audio signal to linguistic
units. ANN-based VSS was found to be perceived correctly more often than rule-based
VSS. Öhman et al. also state that an advantage of direct mapping is that it avoids inter-
mediate classification errors resulting from errors in the HMMs audio to text or phonetic
transcriptions. Rule-based VSS was also said to make less accurate visual speech pre-
dictions than ANN’s, which used continuous visual speech parameters to its advantage.
Although better than rule-based VSS, ANN-based direct audio-to-visual parameter VSS
evaluations were commonly found to yield low intelligibility ratings [85].
Like Öhman et al. [85], Agelfors et al. [1] used the NICO toolkit [86] to train three
ANNs with the same topology but for diﬀerent speakers. In this work, it was found that
a rule-based system with a HMM-based transcription model synthesised more intelligible
speech than the ANN-based system.
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Chen et al. [73] trained ANNs using the back-propagation algorithm, mapping input
audio parameters to output visual speech parameters. They state that the diﬃculty with
ANNs is determining an eﬀective topology, which can only be determined experimentally.
Optimizing requires experimentation with the number of hidden layers, the number of
nodes per layer and the number of networks, i.e. a single ANN for all visual parameters
or one ANN per visual parameter.
Hong et al. [71] notes the importance of incorporating contextual information to ac-
count for coarticulation when training an ANN. They suggest that contextual awareness
can be accounted for by using time delay neural network (TDNNs) models, like those
used by Lavagetto et al. [87] and Curinga et al. [88]. These TDNNs map LPC cepstral
coeﬃcients of speech to lip parameters. However, Hong et al. state that, for these net-
works to handle a larger vocabulary, they require a large number of hidden units, which
results in high computational complexity during model training.
In conclusion, ANNs have the potential to capture complex audio-to-visual mapping,
However, though they have two main problems. Firstly, more hidden layers appear to
produce better pattern recognition but larger ANNs require more data for eﬀective train-
ing. Secondly, ANNs are a‘black box’ approach to VSS, meaning that there is no way to
learn from or understand the non-linear relationships formed between the ANN’s inputs
and outputs.
4.2.4 Gaussian Mixture Models
Rao and Chen [56; 89; 73] experimented with joint probability distributions of audio and
visual parameters using Gaussian mixture models. Their direct estimation method was
based on eleven-dimensional continuous audio-visual parameters. These consisted of eight
LPC-derived cepstral coeﬃcients (or filter-bank coeﬃcients) from audio speech, and three
oral parameters, extracted from visual speech recordings.
An optimal estimate of a visual parameter v given an acoustic feature a was derived
using a joint probability density function (PDF) fav(a, v), given by Equation 4.2.1. Here,
the mixed audio-visual parametric model uses K Gaussian distributions.
fav(a, v) = E hv|ai =
KX
i=1
ci@(µi, Ri) (4.2.1)
In Equation 4.2.1, c represents a non-linear mixture weighting and @(µ,R) represents
the Gaussian distribution with mean µi and correlation matrix Ri. These variables can
be partitioned into audiovisual sub-matrices as shown in Equation 4.2.2.
µ =

µa
µv
 
, R =

Ra Rav
RTav  
2
v
 
(4.2.2)
where µa and µv are the means of the acoustic and visual parameters, respectively.
Ra is the auto correlation matrix of the acoustic features, Rav is the covariance matrix of
the acoustic and visual parameters, and  2v is the variance of the visual parameters.
The optimal estimate of v given a is found using Equation 4.2.3, which can be expressed
in closed form as Equation 4.2.4.
vˆ =
Z
v
fav(a, v)
fa(a)
dv (4.2.3)
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vˆ =
KX
i=1
ci@(µi,j, Ra,i)|a
fa(a)
bTi

1
a
 
(4.2.4)
where
b =

1 µTa
µa Ra
  1 
µv
Rav
 
(4.2.5)
The result is a Gaussian mixture model which estimates continuous VSS parame-
ters [73].
The advantage of this approach is its use of continuous valued parameters, which
can give more accurate estimates and smoother transitions for visual parameters [71; 73].
Figure 4.6 illustrates the VSS parameters estimated by the Gaussian mixture-based model
and a VQ model. Here, the VQ’s estimates, represented by the dashed line, are seen to
be step-wise unlike the line deduced from the continuous Gaussian distributions, which is
represented by the solid line.
Figure 4.6: Example of a Gaussian mixture-based audio-to-visual parameter prediction. Re-
produced from [73].
Rao and Chen’s Gaussian mixture model was trained using only four vowel sounds.
Therefore, the potential for their model to reliably synthesise each oral feature’s full
range of parameters needed for English is highly speculative. Testing also revealed that
the Gaussian distribution model is sensitive to noise in speech recordings. Tao et al. [72]
also note that, although the Gaussian mixture model smoothly synthesises visual speech,
it is also subject to over smoothing the visual parameters, which can result in under-
articulation. In conclusion, it appears unlikely that this approach will eﬀectively relate a
larger set of audio instances to their visual speech counterparts.
4.2.5 Decision Trees
Galanes et al. [90] presented a VSS method which used a set of regression trees to clus-
ter oral feature parameters based on their phonetic attributes. In their database, each
phoneme kept the before and after phoneme information.
Galanes et al. split tree nodes by first asking all possible phonetic attribute questions,
creating multiple subsets. The question leading to the most homogeneous cluster of oral
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feature parameters would then be chosen to split the node. This process was repeated at
each node until a minimum occupancy stopping criteria was reached. Cluster homogeneity
was based on the average distance of the feature parameters vectors in the cluster to
their centroid. To ensure convergence during clustering, the homogeneity of the new
clusters had to be greater than that of the parent node cluster. During VSS, the tree
is searched for the desired viseme feature parameters which correspond to the phonemes
in the target sequence. Interpolation of the centroid visemes then ensures a continuous
feature trajectory is formed for the target phoneme sequence.
Galanes et al. did not perform subjective or perceptual evaluation of their method, and
made no attempt to control a virtual avatar. The authors do mention, however, that the
synthesised visual speech trajectories showed signs of under-articulation, when compared
to the measured feature trajectories. The authors state that this under-articulation is
likely due to the use of speech feature parameter centroids. A major advantage of their
VSS system is the ability of the decision trees to take into account the previous and next
phonemes associated with the current phone during synthesis. According to Galanes et
al., this contextual awareness greatly improved the likelihood of reproducing naturally
occurring coarticulation eﬀects.
Mattheyses et al. [6; 67] subsequently expanded on the work by Galanes et al., develop-
ing their own classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm capable of video-realistic
phoneme-to-viseme mapping. They measured homogeneity using an impurity metric, I,
as described by Equation 4.2.8. Here, N is the number of phoneme instances in a cluster
and Z denotes which phonetic attribute question was asked. The mean and variance
values are denoted as µ and  , respectively. Each subset’s mean, µi, is calculated by
summing the Euclidean distances between each pair of oral feature parameters pi and pj,
as per Equation 4.2.7.
A visual speech feature parameter, p, is extracted from each phoneme in a video
recording’s utterance. This parameter is based on three weighted samples extracted from
the 25%, 50% and 75% segments, c, of the phonemes video. To calculate impurity, the
distance between a subset’s oral feature parameters is required. This is given by weighting
the sum of the phoneme segment’s feature displacements, which is denoted by d(pi, pj)
in Equation 4.2.6.
d(pi, pj) =
1
4
| c25i   c25j | + | c50i   c50j | +
1
4
| c75i   c75j | (4.2.6)
µi =
PN
j=1 d(pi, pj)
N   1 (4.2.7)
IZ = N ⇥ (µ+  ⇥  ) (4.2.8)
Once the phonetic question leading to the cluster with the lowest impurity, IZ , is
identified, it is used to split the parent node into two child nodes. Note that Mattheyses et
al. use   as a scaling factor in Equation 4.2.8, but omits its derivation. The authors’
calculation of the variance,  , is also omitted.
Though their technique required careful image manipulation to maintain photo-realism,
Mattheyses et al.’s life-like results make decision trees appear highly attractive for good
VSS. Their decision tree based VSS has two major advantages, the foremost being its
ability to correctly predict visual speech parameters using a many-to-many phoneme-to-
viseme mapping scheme, which does not require an exact phonetic match in a database.
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The other advantage is the relatively limited data requirements needed to produce this
VSS model.
An arguable disadvantage of the approach by Galanes et al. and Mattheyses et al. is
their limited consideration of coarticulation. Both do not consider the actual oral feature
parameters of the before and after phonemes, but only the phonetic context. Therefore
these systems still ultimately use static visemes. However, the success of their approaches
gives strong indications that decision trees are a robust means to account for coarticulation
during the phoneme-to-viseme mapping stage.
4.3 Conclusion
Research indicates that VSS based on audio-to-visual mapping rules does not synthesise
speech as well as probabilistic visual speech models. The latter approaches show more
promising outcomes as they automatically determine more agreeable relationships between
visual and audio cues. With the project’s limitations in mind, decision trees present the
greatest strengths among the considered functional approximation approaches.
Compared to VQ, ANN, HMM and Gaussian-based VSS, decision trees require little
data, provide a many-to-many phoneme-to-viseme mapping, are more intuitive to inter-
pret, do not require quantisation of continuous data (unlike VQ models), are quick to
train, are computationally eﬃcient to apply, and have already shown great potential in
the most demanding VSS scenario, namely photo-realistic VSS. All these advantages sup-
port this project’s objectives and constraints. Therefore, decision trees were chosen for
our VSS system.
Equally important to choosing a visual speech model for viseme selection was the
method of data capture and preservation of coarticulation information during unit con-
catenation. These problems are discussed next in Chapter 5.
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Data Compilation
This chapter begins by detailing the development of the data capture system and its
coupling with the selected MakeHuman character and BGE animation control tools. We
then establish the best units upon which to base our viseme boundaries. These findings
then influence the chosen interpolation method and the database’s final formatting.
5.1 Motion Capture
Blender’s integrated motion capture tool can bind tracked marker movements to specific
vertexes of a character’s mesh. For example, Blender is able to track fiducial markers
placed on a performers face and map them to individual mesh vertices on a virtual char-
acter. The marker mappings must be manually assigned to mesh vertices, requiring a
carefully scaled calibration to reproduce the observed movements.
This approach was not used for VSS because it was found that assigning and moving
individual mesh vertices and their related units required a lot of calibration and vertex re-
targeting. Motion capture used in this manner traditionally goes through a post-editing
process where artists remove the character mesh’s vertex deformations or unnatural ges-
tures. This is not a feasible method for a VSS system.
We chose to use an alternative data-driven approach to animation. To achieve this,
performance data, in the form of tracked facial marker trajectories, was utilised to control
a character generated by MakeHuman through scripted bone-driven shape key animation
(discussed in Section 3.4.2). This approach was very similar to that of Chuang et al. [91].
They refer to this approach as motion re-targeting, an animation procedure which maps
measured facial expressions directly to a virtual character’s corresponding target anima-
tion. Chuang et al. state that this approach is less likely to cause distortions when a
smaller number of shape keys is used.
5.1.1 Tracking Method
Although a basic open source tracking software is provided by Brown [92], a custom
marker-based motion capture system was developed for this project. The advantages of
this system include: time saved by including automated video file opening functionalities,
the ability to tailor facial marker location and identification, a supervised error detection
system specific to the marker layout used and a customised data output format.
The marker layout of was devised before shape key selection. However, layout was
based on existing VSS research, including formalised facial parametrisation techniques,
32
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discussed in Section 3.3, and data capture methods related to the work discussed in
Chapter 4. A common trend in facial marker layouts was found in several papers [33; 69;
78; 82; 84; 93]. A typical example of the this layout can be seen in Figure 5.1. Accordingly,
this layout was chosen for our motion capture system.
Figure 5.1: Popular fiduciary marker layout (left) demonstrated by De Martino et al.. A frame
sample from the left side camera reveals their head apparatus (right). Reproduced from [93].
A Panasonic HDC-TM900 video camera, recording at 1920x1080 pixel resolution and
24 frames per second, was used to capture video. Since this device is consumer-grade, it
is readily available. The video camera, along with the head of the recorded subject, was
held in fixed positions by an adjustable desk mounted rig. A mirror, set at a 45  angle,
was also included in the recording setup to allow for a side view of the face, as shown in
Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Facial feature marker trajectory tracking.
Our tracking algorithm identifies the horizontal and vertical positions of each white
marker in each video frame, taking previous locations into account. In other words, the
markers X and Y-axis coordinates were captured 24 times a second. If an identification
error is detected, the user is prompted to manually locate the markers for that frame. All
frames with labelled marker locations are made observable, allowing for semi-supervised
automated tracker checking. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a fully labelled frame.
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The advantages to this layout include eﬀective use of a sparse set of markers as well as
depth information for feature tracking. Depth information included the bottom lip’s roll,
deduced by considering the distance between the bottom lip and the chin marker and lip
pursing (needed for “OO”-shaped poses). This was deduced from the distance between
the left and right lip corner markers. Consequently, the side view of the head, provided
by the mirror, was found unnecessary.
To reduce variations in recorded trajectories, the positions of the facial feature markers
were normalised relative to the position of the nose. The nose was chosen because its
movements correlated well with those of the performers head. The head and camera rig
were used as further measures to stabilise the recordings. Note that is was also of great
importance to ensure that the performer’s mouth was closed at the start and end of each
sentence to preserve rest-to-speech and speech-to-rest transitions.
5.1.2 Perfecting Digital Mimicry
The motion capture data can be used to animate the MakeHuman character as follows.
Each of the six feature trajectories’ X and Y-axis co-ordinates are read by the Python
script, which controls BGE animations. The script reads a set of coordinates 24 times a
second, equivalent to the recording frame rate discussed in Section 5.1.1. In this way, the
virtual character’s bone-driven shape key animations are updated with their new X and
Y-axis co-ordinate values at the same rate that the feature markers were recorded. The
sentence’s audio starts playing when the first set of coordinates is read. This reproduces
the captured audiovisual sentence on the virtual avatar in a time synchronous fashion.
Both Ekman’s FACS [45] and the MPEG-4’s FAPs [33] formalised facial parametrisa-
tion techniques were used as guidelines in discerning appropriate oral animations to select
from MakeHuman’s predefined shape keys. Consequently, a set of shape key animations
was identified which could collectively represent common visual speech gestures. Each
shape key was then assigned a scaling factor, which mapped the magnitude of the facial
marker’s displacements to the shape key animation’s appearance. The process of calibrat-
ing the scaling factors was achieved by hand. Seven shape keys were identified. These are
shown in Figure 5.3 and described in Table 5.1, which details their corresponding facial
markers.
Figure 5.3: Selected MakeHuman oral shape key animations.
Although the MakeHuman character model does have the means to animate the
tongue, we were unable to measure the motion trajectories that would be required to
animate it. Therefore, animation of the character’s tongue fell beyond the scope of this
project.
Another shortcoming of the MakeHuman model was its inability to cater for more
subtle eﬀects. For example, the natural occurrence of moist lips pealing apart during
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Table 5.1: Shape key animation and facial marker relationships.
Shape Key Controlling Marker Feature
(1) Jaw Chin marker
(2) Mouth eversion Bottom lip roll (the distance from bottom lip to the
chin marker)
(3) Mid lower lip Bottom lip marker
(4) Mid upper lip Combination of both the bottom and top lip markers
(5) Left and right
mouth corners
Left and right lip corner markers
(6) Mouth pursing Mouth width (the distance between the left and right
lip corner markers)
(7) Even lip parting Bottom lip marker
speech, which diﬀers slightly depending on how dry the lips are. Other such eﬀects
include wrinkles and the relationships between muscle and skin movements, which can
cause dimples for example.
5.2 Establishing Viseme Units
Good synthesis must be achieved by eﬀectively utilising a small but visually diverse corpus.
Therefore, VSS data compilation must first focus on the capturing and preservation of
coarticulation eﬀects. Here, the critical design choice is the selection of the boundaries
which define the length of the viseme units. Once this design choice is selected, the most
eﬀective interpolation function can be evaluated, as discussed in Section 5.3.
Coarticulation considers the identification and influences of sequentially articulated
sounds and their visual speech units [63]. These influences are particularly strong when
the timing between consecutive phonemes is smaller than the contraction or relaxation
time of the articulating muscles [94]. Coarticulation eﬀects are dependant on the inertia
of the articulatory organs in the context of their speech segments. In some cases, visual
speech has been found to be influenced by segments up to five positions before or after
the current pose [63].
By breaking recorded speech into segments, the naturally occurring transitions be-
tween the visual speech units can be preserved and re-used during synthesis. Under-
standing the coarticulation influences of these segments is vital to natural-looking VSS.
Therefore, identification of an appropriate segmentation and interpolation style, which
best captures and preserves coarticulation eﬀects, is necessary.
5.2.1 Literature Review of Viseme Units
Lazalde et al. [95] evaluated three frequently used styles of viseme, which can be created
using diﬀerent visual speech segmentation approaches. The first, and notably most com-
monly encountered style, was static visemes, which are captured whilst a speaker holds a
pose to produce select sounds. This is similar to the process used to identify the visemes in
Figure 2.2 in Section 2.3. The second style uses coarticulated visemes, which are captured
by calculating the mean pose of a central phone within a triphone sequence. The final
style employs enhanced visemes, which use static viseme poses combined with additional
pre and post phoneme oral feature information. Lazalde et al.’s results indicate that, the
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more contextual information is re-used from the data recordings, the better the VSS. This
is attributed to the reduction in the number of discontinuities resulting from the use of
longer speech units [82].
VSS systems that incorporate coarticulation context require at least a carefully con-
structed database of dynamic visemes. In the context of this work, dynamic visemes
do not represent a fixed-point pose, but rather a trajectory describing the evolution of an
articulatory feature over time. But what is the most eﬀective data segmentation approach
for creating dynamic visemes for VSS?f
Cao et al. [96] captured dynamic visemes associated with single phoneme instances.
These tracked motions, named animes, were selected from a number of frames for the
duration of each phoneme. VSS involved the selection of the most plausible naturally
occurring sequence of animes. If a sequence could be found, a “jump-match” cost function
determined the best substitute sequence to use, based on phonetic labelling, feature tra-
jectories, prosody and emotional labelling. This linked list of animes is then time-warped
and blended in a piece-wise linear fashion to create the continuous synthetic visual speech
sequence.
The disadvantage of the approach proposed by Cao et al. is that the single phone rep-
resentation does not incorporate naturally occurring coarticulation. Instead, a transition
cost model simply minimizes jerky movements from one anime to the next, disregarding
any greater contextual settings.
An improvement is oﬀered by divisemes or bivisemes, which are time-varying oral
poses whose boundaries are defined by a sequence of two phones (diphones). The diﬀerence
between biphone-based visemes, bivisemes, and diphone-based visemes, divisemes, is their
segmentation coverage. Biviseme coverage includes the whole of both phonemes, were as
divisemes cover the phonemes’ centre-to-centre. Ma et al. [68] and Toutios et al. [97]
both approached VSS using diphone-based visemes. According to Toutios et al., diphones
are advantageous because they capture the coarticulation phenomena which occur in the
transition region between the centres of the two phones. The advantages of divisemes
include their ability to capture and re-use natural phone transitions with concatenative
techniques. Capturing every possible diphone is also achievable without requiring an
excessively large database [97].
Bregler et al. [98] successfully demonstrated that trivisemes can lead to good VSS.
Trivisemes are a style of dynamic viseme based on the boundaries of three sequential
phonemes, known as triphones. Bregler et al.’s triphone approach was based on a photo-
realistic conversational agent. This required a high level of VSS realism as unnatural
speech motions are more apparent when using realistic avatars.
VSS using variable-length visemes has also proven to be eﬀective. Taylor et al. [5]
define visual speech boundaries as the zero-acceleration points of articulatory feature
trajectories. These variable length units were clustered based on similarity to identify a
concise set of dynamic visemes for VSS. In comparative tests to static viseme-based VSS,
Taylor et al. found their dynamic visemes were strongly preferred.
Ma et al.’s [82] later work also uses dynamic visemes of variable-length. A target
sentence is synthesised by searching for and concatenating the longest corresponding mo-
tion capture sequences, thereby maximizing natural coarticulation conservation. This
was achieved using radial basis function networks based on phonetic transitions in motion
capture data. Here, an advantage over divisme based VSS is suggested, however, the
advantage over trivisemes or longer dynamic visemes is not addressed.
Another approach using variable-length visemes is the use of visyllables, a visual coun-
terpart of the syllable [99]. For visyllable-based VSS, common vowel consonant arrange-
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ments were segmented from motion capture information. These were then concatenated
and time scaled. Capturing the over 10,000 syllables used in the English language was
not practical, hence a syllabification algorithm was developed. This required knowledge
of phonological rules for the segmentation of phoneme streams into valid syllable clus-
ters. Due to the linguistic prior knowledge needed by this technique, it is not feasible
in the context of our work. However, an interesting question raised by the researchers is
whether having a greater range of audio units with which to associate visual speech units
is advantageous in any way.
Comparison of the eﬀects of viseme length in VSS is diﬃcult to asses since published
research jointly evaluates selection and concatenation procedures, the interplay of which
makes analysis of the ideal viseme selection procedure diﬃcult. When comparing the
work by Taylor et al. [5] to the work by Bregler et al. [98], a question that arises is
whether the increased complexity of variable length dynamic visemes relative to triphone
based visemes leads to a significant improvement in VSS. Bregler et al. use photo-realistic
agents and employed a significantly smaller database, in one case using only 2 minutes
(1157 triphones) of film for VSS 1, as opposed to Taylor et al.’s dataset of 2542 sentences,
which equates to approximately 8 hours of speech. Pelachaud [94] also suggests that the
simplest method of accounting for coarticulation in VSS is to note the previous, present,
and post-phoneme mouth positions throughout a speech segment. It is therefore arguable
that triphone based segmentation can suﬃce for natural coarticulation in VSS.
5.2.2 Experimental Selection of Viseme Units
Previous work demonstrated the advantages of dynamic visemes over static visemes, how-
ever, direct comparisons of biphone and triphone-based dynamic visemes were limited.
The data capture techniques and VSS models used by these authors also varied from
those employed here. Consequently, we consider VSS performance using biviseme and
triviseme-based visemes to select the best segmentation style.
Figure 5.4 illustrates biviseme (a and b) and triviseme (c and d) based VSS, synthe-
sised using preliminary test motion capture data. In this Figure, all trajectories represent
the chin feature’s displacement relative to the nose. In both cases, the individual dynamic
viseme trajectories as well as the continuous synthesised trajectory, which were created
by interpolating the dynamic visemes, are shown relative to a natural speech trajectory.
The visemes were generated by recording and capturing motion of oral features, which
were carefully selected from a set of experimental test sentences. These sentences were
segmented into biphone and triphone-based dynamic visemes and used to synthesise a
target sentence. Both approaches synthesised feature trajectories by overlapping the dy-
namic visemes corresponding to a target sentence’s phonetic sequence. The continuous
synthesised trajectory was created using a linear transition function which merged each
overlapping dynamic viseme. For each set of graphs, the Y-axis represents oral feature dis-
placement and the X-axis represents time. Vertical lines were used to represent phoneme
boundaries.
Figure 5.4 reveals that, although bivisemes have the potential to capture some tran-
sitional coarticulatory eﬀects, trivisemes are better able to model the true trajectory. It
is concluded that the additive contextual information captured by trivisemes is eﬀective
for trajectory modelling. Consequently, triphone-based dynamic visemes were chosen as
1Videos available at: http://mrl.nyu.edu/~bregler/videorewrite/ (Accessed: November 12,
2015)
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Figure 5.4: Two sets of comparative graphs illustrating biviseme (a and b) and triviseme (c
and d) trajectories for a chin feature. Plots (a) and (c) show: (i) thin lines representing the
individual biviseme and triviseme trajectories and (ii) a thick line representing the measured
trajectory. Plots (b) and (c) show: (i) a thin line indicating the interpolated biviseme and
triviseme trajectories and (ii) a thick line representing the measured trajectory. All plots use
vertical lines to show phoneme boundaries.
the basic unit for our VSS system. Triviseme boundary locations are also easily extracted
from phone alignments, making automated database formatting possible, which is dis-
cussed further in Section 5.4.1.
5.3 Establishing the Viseme Interpolation Function
An interpolation function compatible with the chosen dynamic viseme must now be iden-
tified.
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5.3.1 Time Warping
Audio signal prosody is critical for believable VSS [100]. A key concern here is matching
the timing of dynamic visemes to the triphone audio segments, in order to achieve nat-
ural VSS for the target utterance. It is therefore necessary to consider an appropriate
formatting of the dynamic viseme corpus, which is both compatible with the chosen VSS
algorithms and also preserves the visual speech information as best as possible.
It may be unreasonable to assume that the synthesis of visual speech at diﬀerent rates
can be achieved by merely warping the recordings of slow speech. At higher speaking rates,
utterances are found to use fewer and/or less well articulated visemes [101]. However,
most approaches assume that, provided the synthesised visual speech utterances have
roughly the same tempo as the database recordings used to synthesise them, fairly simple
contextual warping will yield credible results. Such systems are therefore limited in speech
scenario types as their variations in speech rate must be small.
Data clustering for VSS requires comparative assessments of visemes. Ways in which
trajectories can be compared include linear re-sampling of feature trajectories to obtain
a set of trajectories of a fixed length [5], uniform time-scale warping [68; 98] and dynamic
time warping [102].
Our approach is to re-sample the triphone-based visemes at ten uniformly spaced in-
stances to obtain dynamic visemes of a fixed length. This allows the similarity of two
trajectories to be computed by simple point-wise comparisons, and later, provides for
employment of other comparative algorithms. Additional advantages to the chosen sam-
ple resolution include preservation of the trajectory’s shape, which ensures continuity is
maintained during viseme time-rescaling, predictable data storage requirements and sim-
ple time rescaling during VSS. For time scaling, each dynamic viseme would be stretched
uniformly to match the length of the target triphone.
5.3.2 Interpolation Function Selection
Most VSS approaches apply viseme sequence selection followed by interpolation. Both
steps aim to synthesise a cohesive trajectory for each visual speech feature, which is then
used to animate a virtual character’s speech. This section considers the latter problem,
which tries to produce smooth transitions between the boundaries of selected visual speech
segments.
There are no acknowledged rules to correctly shift, stretch and concatenate trajec-
tories. Instead, the literature suggests that each VSS system employs a tailor-made
concatenation and smoothing method, which is specialised to a viseme type. Therefore,
it is diﬃcult to develop a general approach.
Two common VSS boundary types are sequential and overlapping. Both boundary
types commonly employ interpolation mechanisms to join sequences of static or dynamic
visemes. Interpolation methods common to animation software (which use sequential
units) include linear and Bézier interpolation [5; 9]. Other interpolation methods include
B-Splines (and derivations thereof, such as duration control B-Splines [103]) and Hermite
interpolation [104]. Interpolation methods that conserve coarticulation between trajectory
boundaries are favoured. However, sequential boundaries are prone to discontinuity errors.
For example, in cases were there is little temporal spacing between sequential feature
trajectories, stretching algorithms have to be developed to adjust boundary values to
better coincide the joining of the trajectories [99]. Some researchers have considered the
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smoothing of sequentially synthesised trajectories using low pass filters, but with little
improvement over the other trajectory-smoothing algorithms [82].
Transitions between overlapping dynamic visemes tend to depend on the structure of
the visemes. Transition options range from simple linear transitions to complex weighted
functions. Although Cohen et al. [58] (Section 4.1.1) use static visemes, they use a rule-
based function which applies overlapping dominances assigned to sequential static viseme
trajectories. Their approach gives greatest dominance to the current viseme, with the
predecessor and successor visemes being eﬀected exponentially less the further away they
are in time. The major advantage to overlapping dynamic viseme functions is the possible
blending of start and end trajectory segments. This prevents full bias being given to
potentially discontinuous or incorrect segments of dynamic viseme trajectories.
Bregler et al. [98] synthesised continuous video sequences from natural speech utter-
ances during VSS by interpolating visemes. They emphasised the middle of each triphone-
based viseme, cross-fading the overlapping regions with the neighbouring visemes. This
approach worked well, with the findings suggesting that such a transition method is ef-
fective in capturing and reproducing both forward and backward coarticulation eﬀects.
Consequently, a similar overlapping approach was chosen for the basis of our VSS. There
is, however, room for experimentation with the transition approaches.
To begin the assessment of our interpolation function, the overlapping regions of the
triphone-based dynamic visemes were segmented. In total, each viseme was divided into
six segments, thereby allowing for appropriate consideration of each overlapping phonetic
portion by the transition functions. A tapered piecewise linear weighting was then as-
signed to each phase of the overlapping viseme trajectories, as seen in Figure 5.5. To avoid
under and over-articulation, the overlapping phases of the interpolation function always
sum to one at any point in time. An example of two overlapping phases are highlighted
in Figure 5.5. Note that the interpolation function is applied after each dynamic viseme
has been scaled to match the duration of the triphone in the target utterance.
Figure 5.5: Illustration of how three successive overlapping dynamic visemes p[n-1], p[n] and
p[n+1] are interpolated to create a continious feature trajectory. The overlapping portions of the
visemes are combined using a piecewise linear weighting which accentuates the centres of each
dynamic viseme. The highlighted portion indicates how the overlapping interpolation functions
always sum to one.
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Tests involved varying the weightings assigned to diﬀerent phases. It was found during
informal testing that too heavily weighting the centre of the trivisemes, as well as too high
a rate of increase towards the viseme centre, results in a noisy and unnatural synthesised
feature trajectory, as shown in the top graph of Figure 5.6. This leads to jerky motions
when animating the virtual avatar.
Figure 5.6: Triviseme VSS feature trajectories resulting from diﬀerent weightings used by
interpolation functions. Top: represents a fast increment with heavy centre weightings. Bottom:
represents a slow increment with lesser central weighting.
Various design iterations of interpolation functions eventually led to an agreeable set
of values, seen in Figure 5.5, which consistently synthesised natural-looking trajectories.
Informal perceptual tests concluded that our chosen interpolation parameters avoided
discontinuity by conserving pre- and post-viseme context information during VSS.
It is also important to be aware that natural utterances are variable, as Figure 5.7
demonstrates. Therefore, diﬀerences are to be expected, not only between measured and
synthesised speech, but also between two measured repetitions of the same passage.
Figure 5.7: The measured trajectories of the chin feature for six repetitions of the same sentence.
This raises a question first asked by Theobald et al. [105]: “are the diﬀerences between
the reference and synthesised parameters significant”? Answering this question is diﬃcult.
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However, it is assumed that by evaluating the VSS system’s interpolation function to
carefully conserve natural speech segments, that these diﬀerences were minimised.
5.4 Database Construction
With the data capture system, segmentation style and interpolation function concluded,
the database’s formatting could be finalised.
5.4.1 Database Processing
Hand labelled and time aligned X-SAMPA phonetic annotations defined the boundaries
of our dynamic viseme trajectories. The segmented trajectories were sampled at ten
uniformly spaced instances to obtain fixed-length dynamic visemes that will be used for
VSS. Most of this process is automated. However, each sentence in the continuous speech
recording must be manually edited to form precise sentence segments for both tracking
and phonetic annotations.
Once each sentence has been phonetically annotated, and its corresponding trajec-
tory triphone segments linearly sampled to create the dynamic visemes, each triphone
was labelled with articulatory attributes. As mentioned in Section 2.2, each X-SAMPA
phoneme can be classified using articulatory attributes. For example, an ‘f’ is a voice-
less, labiodental fricative and an ‘n’ is a nasal alveolar. Therefore, a list of all possible
articulatory attributes was made, and used as a binary labelling system for each dynamic
viseme’s phone instance in the database. These phonetic attribute labels are later used
by the implemented decision tree training algorithms, described in Section 6.1.
5.4.2 Dabase Size
Previous work on virtual character-based VSS used databases ranging in size from around
300 to over 2000 sentences [5; 72; 78; 97]. For photo-realistic VSS, the employed corpus
ranged from 422 natural speech sentences [96] to around 2000 audiovisual sentences (equiv-
alent to 138 minutes) [67]. Bregler et al. [98] successfully demonstrated photo-realistic
concatenative triphone-based VSS using 1300 female or 2900 male natural speech utter-
ances. Such datasets are too large to be considered for our targeted low resource envi-
ronment. The main limitation is the required manual phonetic annotations. This process
is time consuming and requires expert phonetic knowledge, making it both diﬃcult to
perform and expensive.
For this thesis, 120 phonetically rich sentences (approximately 10 minutes of speech)
were read aloud by a single non-professional voice actor. Continuous speech was used to
capture naturally occurring coarticulation eﬀects. The sentences used were selected from
the TIMIT corpus [106], which includes utterances that are designed to be phonetically
diverse. The assumption was that, by covering a broad variety of phoneme sequences or
sounds, a wide range of visual speech gestures would be captured.
The limited size of the database is likely to eﬀect the performance of the VSS system.
This impact is assessed in Section 7.1.
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5.5 Conclusion
Scripted bone-driven shape key animation was successfully employed to control visual
speech using a custom motion capture system’s data. Through experimentation, a viseme
unit size and interpolation function was devised. These findings then influenced the format
of our database.
The next challenge is to develop a decision tree training algorithm which is capable
of clustering similar dynamic visemes. The dynamic visemes determined by the decision
tree must then be interpolated to synthesise visual speech trajectories.
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Implementation
This chapter will detail the development of three decision tree-based algorithm’s, which
will be used for many-to-many phoneme-to-viseme mapping for VSS. First, a baseline
decision tree algorithm, capable of using our dynamic visemes, will be described. Subse-
quently, we present two attempts to improve the performance of this baseline system. All
three approaches will be assessed by means of objective and subjective evaluation.
6.1 Framework for All Decision Tree Algorithms
We will begin by adapting ideas developed by the authors, referred to in Section 4.2.5, to
cluster our linearly-sampled dynamic viseme trajectories into groups of a similar shape.
In other words, a decision tree-based algorithm will be developed to cluster homomorphic
time-series data instances.
Section 4.2.5 described how decision tree-based algorithms have been used in the
literature to cluster a corpus of static visemes in a manner that is useful for VSS. These
algorithms split visemes clustered in a tree node by determining the phonetic attribute
question that leads to the most homogeneous sub-clusters. The leaf nodes of the tree are
then split using the respective optimal questions, and the process repeated for the new
child nodes, until a stopping criteria is reached.
Note, that a separate decision tree must be trained to sort through the dynamic
visemes for each facial feature. These features were mentioned in Table 5.1 and include
the top, bottom, chin, left, right, mouth width and bottom lip roll features, which are
abbreviated to the TBCLRWr features. Each TBCLRWr dynamic viseme feature is rep-
resented by its phonetic attribute labels and corresponding feature trajectory. It is the
dynamic viseme’s phonetic attributes that will be questioned to split the leaf nodes of the
decision tree. Figure 6.1 depicts what such a tree may look like.
Mattheyses et al. [6; 67] suggest two ways of initiating decision trees, which they refer
to as pre-clustering. The first approach creates multiple trees, with each tree’s starting
node containing only trivisemes with a specific central phonetic attribute. The second
approach creates two larger trees, the first one only querying vowel attributes and the
second querying only consonant attributes.
Comparing our final dataset, with just over 3000 triphone instances, to that used
by Mattheyses et al., which had over 120,000 instances, it is clear that our dataset is
limited. Therefore, it was assumed that early partitioning of the data, or the use of
separate decision trees for diﬀerent phonetic question types, would not have any benefits.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the decision tree clustering dynamic viseme trajectories with similar
morphologies based on their phonetic attributes.
We therefore chose to use a single decision tree per TBCLRWr feature, which worked as
follows.
Each tree uses a hierarchical list of phonetic questions during training. The first
three tiers of the tree always ask vowel/consonant questions, querying the central, start
and end phonemes respectively, thereby splitting the first node into three tiers with eight
possible vowel/consonant triphone combinations. Further splitting is based on identifying
the phonetic articulatory attribute question whose application leads to subsets with the
greatest homogeneity in feature trajectories.
In cases where two or more articulatory attribute questions result in subsets with equal
homogeneity, a prioritised reference list is used. This list ranks articulatory attributes
in order of importance, based on how common their occurrence is in X-SAMPA. This
was done to prevent the decision tree from having excessively long or thin branches.
For articulatory attributes which have the same frequency of occurrence, those with the
greatest eﬀect on visual speech were prioritised. Section 2.2 and Appendix B assisted
in gauging the magnitudes and number of features involved in the sound’s articulation,
which were used to identify it ranking of visual importance. This was intended to help
better the decision tree splits by grouping attributes which are more visually pronounced.
A holistic view of the decision tree’s algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2. This framework
is used for each of the algorithms discussed in this chapter. Figure 6.2 starts with the root
node of the tree, which represents all the dynamic visemes for one of the seven TBCLRWr
features. A recursive procedure is then entered, which runs one of the three node split-
ting algorithms, discussed later in this Chapter (the three algorithms are abbreviated to
MD/KM/SS-CART in Figure 6.2). The framework for the decision tree also includes con-
trol of meta parameters related to stopping criteria. These include node occupancy and
a minimum improvement in deviation between parent and child nodes. These parameters
are important in preventing over fitting during training.
Once trained, the decision tree can be used to synthesise new TBCLRWr feature
trajectories. This employs a synthesis algorithm, shown in Figure 6.3. To start, triphone
sequences are extracted from the target sentence. Each TBCLRWr feature’s decision tree
is then traversed in search of the target sentence’s triphones. The dynamic visemes with
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Figure 6.2: Flow diagram representing the framework of the decision tree’s training algorithm.
the closest match to the target triphone’s phonetic context are selected.
Figure 6.3: Flow diagram for employing the decision tree for VSS.
Once all dynamic visemes have been located, an interpolation function (discussed in
Section 5.3.2) is employed to synthesise a continuous trajectory for each of the TBCLRWr
features. The resulting trajectories are then ready to be passed to the BGE for charac-
ter animation. As discussed in Section 5.1.2, scripted bone-driven shape key animation
enables the new sentences to be spoken by the virtual character
6.2 Baseline Minimum Deviation Algorithm
This section describes the first variant of the dynamic viseme decision tree training al-
gorithm, referred to as the baseline minimum deviation CART (MD-CART). Here,
the key design decision is the adoption of a previously proven metric for assessing the
homogeneity of dynamic viseme subsets.
In Section 6.1, Mattheyses et al. [6; 67] described how a decision tree-based learning
algorithm clusters visemes by applying an impurity metric (shown in Equation 4.2.8).
This metric is based on the Euclidean distances between static viseme instances (cal-
culated by Equation 4.2.6 and Equation 4.2.7). These distances are used to determine
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the phonetic question leading to the greatest homogeneity in the new child nodes. Our
baseline MD-CART is an adaptation of this work, capable of clustering dynamic visemes,
and is computed as follows.
Firstly, all dynamic visemes are pooled into the root node of the decision tree. Each
possible phonetic attribute question is then used in turn to split the root node into
two subsets. The mean of each subset’s dynamic viseme trajectory instances, µn, is
calculated by applying Equation 6.2.1 to each of the ten trajectory instances P , therefore
n : 1 ! 10. The average deviation of the constituent trajectories from the mean, DAvg,
is then calculated for each subset using Equation 6.2.2. Finally, the phonetic attribute
question leading to the smallest is chosen.
µn =
1
M
MX
i=1
Pn,i (6.2.1)
DAvg =
1
10
10X
n=1
1
M
MX
i=1
| Pn,i   µn | (6.2.2)
This process is now applied recursively to each new leaf node until a stopping criteria
is reached, as shown in Figure 6.2’s flow diagram. The stopping criteria used for the
MD-CART algorithm is dependent on both a minimum node occupancy count as well
as a minimum improvement in deviation,  Dmin, calculated using Equation 6.2.3. Here,
improvement in deviation,  D, is measured between a set of parent node’s trajectories Sp
and its yes and no child node subsets, Scy and Scn. Experimentation with these thresholds
is discussed in Section 7.2.
 D = D(Sp)  (D(Scy) +D(Scn)) (6.2.3)
The next two sections describe the two approaches taken to improve the MD-CART’s
node splitting algorithm. The first approach uses k -means clustering to assign the dy-
namic visemes to classes. The second approach uses an information gain metric which
searches for the phonetic question leading to the greatest improvement in log-likelihood.
The former decision tree node splitting approach will be referred to as the k-means
clustering CART (KM-CART) algorithm and the latter as the split score CART
(SS-CART) algorithm.
6.3 k -means CART Algorithm
Popular decision tree algorithms, such as CART [107; 108], Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3)
and C4.5 [109; 110], require each data point to have a ‘defining attribute’, referred as a
class or class type.
An example for defining a class attribute can be taken from Cancer research. A
tumour in the human body may have many attributes, such as size, shape, place, age
and so on. In this case, the class type is the attribute which the decision tree model
uses to identify a good node split, that being if the tumour is benign (non-cancerous)
or malignant (cancerous). Such a model can then be used to make predictions about
whether a new tumour is cancerous or not based on its attributes alone. Classes can be
binary, multivariate or real numbered.
As our dynamic viseme corpus has no class type, it is necessary to develop a method
of assigning it one. This can be achieved by classifying the viseme’s trajectories into
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groups with similar morphologies. A CART algorithm could then be used to split nodes
with respect to their class types. The classification method thus requires a measure of
time-series similarity across data.
Aggarwal [111] suggests that the k -means algorithm is a reliable means of time-series
data clustering. He states that
a significant diﬀerence between time-series data clustering and clustering of
objects in Euclidean space is that the time series to be clustered may not be
of equal length. When this is not the case, so all time series are of equal
length, standard clustering techniques can be applied by representing each
time series as a vector [. . .] with such an approach, only similarity in time can
be exploited.
As stated in Section 5.3.1, our visemes were all sampled at ten uniformly spaced instances.
This means that each trajectory has a fixed length, thereby reducing the complexity of
comparisons and allowing for standard application of k -means clustering.
The k -means algorithm partitions datasets into similar groupings using an iterative
technique that minimises a sum of point-to-centroid distances. These distances are cal-
culated as an error function, E, shown in Equation 6.3.1 [112]. Here, d(x, µ(Ci)) denotes
the Euclidean distance between the data instances x and the centroids of their k clusters,
µ(Ci). The objective here is to find clusters which minimise the error measure over all
time-series instances.
E =
kX
i=1
X
x2Ci
d(x, µ(Ci)) (6.3.1)
De Martino et al. [93] also considered clustering of phonetically diﬀerent articulatory
trajectories into geometrically similar groups. They successfully applied k -means clus-
tering to CVCV non-sense words. They report identifying “distinguishable articulatory
patterns from the trajectory of a phoneme in diﬀerent phonetic contexts, using the Eu-
clidian distance between them as the criterion of similarity”. An average value of these
clustered visemes was subsequently used to represent the articulatory targets composing
the cluster.
Initial applications of k -means clustering to our corpus of dynamic visemes failed to
produce a functional set of homogeneous clusterings. The problem was linked to the even
spread of values at each of the dynamic viseme trajectory’s ten instances, which made it
impossible for the algorithm to clearly identify areas of local error minima. It was also
diﬃcult to determine the correct number of clusters to use.
The solution was to implement a step-wise approach which used a modified version
of the DISMEA divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm [112]. The DISMEA algorithm
continuously splits nodes by applying k -means clustering to a parent node, resulting in k
new child nodes.
Our splitting algorithm uses k -means clustering [108] to find two groupings for each
node’s data (therefore k=2). It then diﬀers from the DISMEA algorithm by assigning
the groupings as a class attribute to each dynamic viseme, based on the outcome of
the k -means clustering. A CART algorithm [108] (like that mentioned at the beginning
of this Section) is then used to identify the phonetic attribute which best reproduces
this clustering, using the new class attributes to assess goodness of split. This phonetic
attribute is sent back to the decision tree training algorithm and used to split the parent
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node. Figure 6.4 illustrates this KM-CART algorithm, which is repetitively called by the
decision tree training algorithm, as seen in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.4: Illustration of the KM-CART algorithm, showing how the k-means (k=2) classifier
assigns the dynamic visemes a class type. Subsequently, the CART classification algorithm finds
the phonetic attribute question which splits the parent node’s dynamic visemes into two child
nodes which best match the clusters produced by the k-means algorithm.
The divisive nature of our KM-CART algorithm reduces the initial complexity of
clustering all the data into a large number of groups. Therefore, the algorithm can
gradually sort the data into an ordered hierarchical structure. Note that, because the
KM-CART algorithm tests more than one attribute when attempting to split a node, it
can still be classified as multivariate CART algorithm [107; 109; 110].
The KM-CART algorithm’s stopping criteria is the same as that used by the MD-
CART algorithm, namely a minimum node occupancy count as well as a minimum im-
provement in deviation threshold,  Dmin. Using a consistent set of stopping criteria made
it easy to evaluate each decision tree’s performance.
It should be noted that the employed CART algorithm supported two metrics for mea-
suring the quality of a node split [108]. These include Gini impurity and entropy-based
information gain (originating from information theory). Research suggested that splitting
criteria will not make much diﬀerence to a tree’s performance [108; 113]. Consequently,
preliminary tests were conducted during implementation. These found that the informa-
tion gain metric performed marginally better during data clustering, thus it was selected
for use.
Information gain IG is based on the uniformity of class attributes in a set S, formed
by a phonetic attribute question Q. The objective is to find the question leading to the
maximum gain in information, as shown in Equation 6.3.2. Here, IG is calculated by
finding the entropy diﬀerence between a parent node’s set of trajectories H(Sp) and its
potential child nodes, H(Sc). P (Spc) is the proportion of visemes in each child node to
the number of visemes in the parent node. Entropy H, is dependant on the portion of
elements of a class P (xi) appearing in a node’s set, as outlined in Equation 6.3.3. In our
case, the node’s class domain dom(X) has two states, which are assigned to its visemes
by the k -means algorithm.
Qopt = argmax
Q
IG(Q,S) = H(Sp) 
X
j2(Q)
P (Spcj)H(Scj) (6.3.2)
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where
H(S) =  
X
xi2dom(X)
P (xi) log2 P (xi) (6.3.3)
6.4 Maximum Log-Likelihood Algorithm
Audio speech synthesis and recognition research has demonstrated that context dependent
phone instances can be clustered using decision trees which assess their node splits using
a likelihood criterion. For example, Young et al. [114] developed such a probabilistic tree,
which maximised the change in log-likelihood in subsets resulting from phonetic attribute
questions. Bahl et al. [115] give a partial proof for this goodness-of-split evaluation, which
was also adopted by Willet et al. [116] for further improving tree-based state clustering.
The common form of this algorithm’s expression can be seen in Equation 6.4.1. Here,
the maximum log-likelihood gain is found by splitting a node’s set using each possible pho-
netic attribute question, Q. Gain is calculated by comparing the change in log-likelihoods
between a parent node’s set of trajectories, logL(Sp), to each potential yes and no child
node subsets, logL(Scy) and logL(Scn) respectively. As mentioned, this approach is re-
ferred to as the SS-CART algorithm.
Qopt = argmax
Q
((logL(cy) + logL(cn))  logL(p)) (6.4.1)
To cluster our dynamic visemes, multivariate Gaussian PDFs were used to model
the log-likelihood of subsets resulting from each phonetic attribute question split. The
question with the maximum log-likelihood improvement is identified, and then returned
to the decision tree training algorithm. The phonetic attributes question is then used to
split the parent node, and the operation is repeated on the child nodes.
Equation 6.4.2 expresses the likelihood PDF for multivariate Gaussian distributions [117].
In our case, x is a dynamic viseme’s trajectory, therefore N : 1! 10. In Equation 6.4.2,
⌃ is the (d⇥ d) covariance matrix, |⌃| is its determinant, and µ it a d-dimensional mean
vector for each trajectory.
L(x1, x2 . . . xN | µ,⌃) =
NY
n=1
1p
(2⇡)d |⌃| · exp
✓
 1
2
(x  µ)T⌃ 1(x  µ)
◆
(6.4.2)
To be consistent with the previous two algorithms, the SS-CART’s stopping criteria
was dependent on a minimum node occupancy count as well as a minimum improvement
in deviation,  Dmin. The outcome of varying these thresholds is explored in Section 7.2.
6.5 Conclusion
The three decision tree-based algorithms were employed to sort the trajectories of dynamic
visemes based on their phonetic attributes. This was achieved by developing a reusable
framework, which could train a decision tree using all three variations of the node splitting
algorithms. Each algorithm is then assessed, as discussed in Chapter 7.
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Evaluation
Quantitative assessments first evaluated the performance of each algorithm in terms of
mean squared error as a function of training set size. This was followed by an evaluation
of the two meta parameters which control the growth of the tree decision trees. These
parameters are referred to as the minimum occupancy threshold and minimum improve-
ment in deviation threshold (calculated using Equation 6.2.3). Finally, a perceptual test is
carried out to evaluate how well the algorithm with the best quantitative results compares
to the baseline MD-CART algorithm.
7.1 Training Set Size
Root mean squared error (RMSE) is commonly used for comparing the similarity of
synthesised visual speech parameters. In this work, RMSE comparisons were used to
gauge how closely the synthesised feature trajectories resembled the measured trajectories,
which are taken directly from the motion capture recordings. The RMSE was calculated
by averaging the diﬀerence between the synthesized and measured trajectories every 2.4
milliseconds.
The three decision tree-based algorithms discussed in Chapter 6 were trained using
varying amounts of training data. Of the 120 sentences in our dataset, 12 were randomly
chosen and reserved as an independent test set, while the remaining 108 were used for
training. The training set was first divided into 11 subsets containing 9 sentences each.
Each subset was then used to train a decision tree-based algorithm. These were then
used to synthesise trajectories for the utterances in the independent test set, from which
a RMSE was calculated. Once this procedure was repeated for each subset, an averaged
RMSE was found. The process described was then repeated, grouping 2, 3, 6 and lastly all
11 of the subsets for training. The minimum node occupancy and minimum improvement
in deviation threshold were kept constant at 5 and 0.005 respectively during these tests.
Figure 7.1 shows averaged RMSE results as a function of the number of training sen-
tences. Table 7.1 reveals the RMSE and standard deviation when using all 108 sentences
for training.
Testing revealed that all three algorithms continuously improve as the number of
training sentences increases. In Table 7.1 it can be seen that MD-CART performed
marginally better than the KM-CART algorithm, but that the latter had a slightly lower
RMSE standard deviation, indicating more consistent dynamic viseme clustering. The
SS-CART system showed the worst synthesis performance.
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Figure 7.1: RMSE results using incremental training subsets for MD-CART, KM-CART and
SS-CART algorithms.
Table 7.1: RMSE and RMSE standard deviation (STD) using all 108 training sentences to
synthsise the independent test set’s twelve sentences.
MD-CART KM-CART SS-CART
RMSE 0.000491 0.000513 0.000531
RMSE STD 0.000238 0.000220 0.000262
In conclusion, although Figure 7.1’s RMSE plot uses logarithmically increasing train-
ing set sizes, the tests do not yet show an indication of reaching a maximum synthesis
accuracy. Therefore, the size of our dataset does not allow the optimal performance (in
terms of RMSE) to be reached.
7.2 Meta Parameter Evaluations
This section assesses the eﬀects of varying the decision tree’s meta parameters, specifically,
the minimum node occupancy threshold and minimum improvement in deviation thresh-
old. RMSE was again used to compare the performance of the three decision tree-based
algorithms relative to the measured feature trajectories.
Experiments were conducted using non-exhaustive 11-fold cross-validation (CV), with
12 sentences reserved for a final independent evaluation. For each CV fold, 10 of the 11
training subsets were used to train the decision trees. The 11th subset’s sentences were
synthesised and used to determine a RMSE performance. This was repeated ten times,
each time leaving out a diﬀerent subset for synthesis. An average RMSE was then found
using all 11 combinations.
The minimum node occupancy threshold was assessed first. In these tests, the mini-
mum improvement in deviation threshold is set to zero. This value was selected because
preliminary experimentation suggested that node occupancy had a far greater eﬀect on
VSS performance. Therefore, it was assumed that setting the improvement in deviation
threshold to zero would be a good starting point in finding the optimal thresholds of each
model.
Figure 7.2 reveals each decision tree algorithm’s 11-fold CV RMSE results, which were
obtained from increments in their node occupancy thresholds.
Figure 7.2 shows that the KM-CART reaches the lowest RMSE, followed by the SS-
CART then MD-CART algorithms. It can also be seen that the KM-CART algorithm
requires a larger node occupancy to reach an optimal performance, and that the SS-CART,
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Figure 7.2: Graph showing 11-fold CV RMSE results using incremental minimum occupation
criteria for MD-CART, KM-CART and SS-CART algorithms.
followed by the MD-CART algorithm, require smaller node occupancies.
Next, the minimum improvement in deviation threshold was assessed. These tests
were conducted using the optimal node occupancies found by the node occupancy tests.
These values were chosen so that a local RMSE minima, which considered both decision
tree meta parameters, would be identified.
Figure 7.3 shows the RMSE performance results for varying the minimum improvement
in deviation threshold. Again, 11-fold CV testing was employed. Note, that the threshold
began at zero and uniformly increased until it prevented any vowel or consonant-based
phonetic question splits (which take place in the first three tiers of each tree, as discussed
in Section 6.1). The increments in deviation threshold intervals were chosen to cover a
broad range of improvements, thereby quickly determining a local RMSE minima.
Figure 7.3: RMSE results using incremental improvement in deviation threshold criteria for
MD-CART, KM-CART and SS-CART algorithms.
From Figure 7.3 it can be seen that the fluctuations in RMSE results for the MD-
CART and SS-CART algorithms are smaller than those of the KM-CART algorithm.
The non-deterministic nature of the KM-CART algorithm could be responsible for this
behaviour. However, further informal testing revealed that there were many more areas of
local RMSE minima for all algorithms, and that further testing is needed to substantiate
our findings.
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Finally, each decision tree-based algorithm’s optimal thresholds were then used to
synthesise the 12 sentences in the independent test set. Table 7.2 shows the averaged
RMSE and RMSE standard deviation results for these tests.
Table 7.2: Averaged RMSEs and RMSE standard deviations (STD) for the three algorithms
trained on all training sentences and synthsising only the independent test senteces. Each algo-
rithim is trained using its stated optimal node occupancy and minimum improvement in deviation
threshold ( Dmin).
MD-CART KM-CART SS-CART
Optimal
occupancy
12 92 44
 Dmin 0.0025 0.004 0.0015
RMSE 0.000479 0.000455 0.000464
RMSE STD 0.000237 0.000241 0.000236
Table 7.2’s test results indicate that the KM-CART is the best performing VSS algo-
rithm. It also indicates that the SS-CART outperforms the MD-CART algorithm. The
latter test’s outcome is in contrast to the 11-fold CV test results. It can therefore be
argued that the MD-CART algorithm is more sensitive to changes in training data and
meta parameters. This suggests that further testing is needed to assess the eﬀects of
changing meta parameters when using a larger set of data.
For the purposes of this thesis, it was concluded that finding a local RMSE minima
was suﬃcient in assessing the working performance of the decision tree-based algorithms.
Finding a global RMSE minima, for both node occupancy and the minimum improvement
in deviation threshold, would be exhaustive, and would not lead to a better understanding
of how the algorithms function. Following from this assumption, the results from the final
independent test set concluded that the KM-CART showed the greatest improvement
relative to the baseline MD-CART algorithm, and was followed closely by the SS-CART
algorithm.
An important aspect overlooked by the quantitative tests above was the training time
required for each algorithm. Multiple iterations of the CV tests made it clear that the
KM-CART algorithm was the least time consuming to train. The SS-CART, shortly
followed by the MD-CART algorithm, were found to be much slower to train.
This can be explained by the KM-CART’s less involved computations. The SS-CART
uses a computationally expensive log-likelihood calculation which has to be performed
for each phonetic attribute question. The MD-CART algorithm requires an averaged
deviation calculation for each possible phonetic attribute question. These approaches be-
come exponentially more complex with larger training sets. The KM-CART employs the
k-means algorithm, with k = 2, followed by a single iteration of the CART algorithm.
This combination of algorithms exhibits a more linear increase in computational complex-
ity with increased data. The greater eﬃciency of the KM-CART algorithm is an added
benefit in under-resourced environments.
Once trained, minimal computational time is spent on traversing the decision trees
and interpolating between the selected visemes. During VSS it was noticed that multiple
sentences were synthesised in less than a second. It is therefore conceivable that the
completed VSS system could operate in near real-time. However, further testing is needed
to confirm these findings.
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7.3 Perceptual Tests
Perceptual tests compared avatars animated using the KM-CART, MD-CART and motion
capture recording’s feature trajectories. The thresholds discovered in Section 7.2 were
not found in time for them to be employed in perceptual tests. Instead, the avatars
were animated using the feature trajectories synthesised by the decision trees trained in
Section 7.1, utilising the full training dataset.
The avatar animated by the SS-CART algorithm was not included in the perceptual
tests. This was because its RMSE results were consistently worse than those of the
KM-CART algorithm, making it unlikely to be more visually compelling. To test all
combinations of algorithms would require 12 ⇥ 4 = 48 perceptual tests to be conducted.
This was considered to be too time consuming and would likely reduce participant focus.
The format of the perceptual tests was based on the methods employed by other
VSS authors [5; 78]. Testing required participants to watch a sequence of videos, each
showing 2 of the 3 possible avatars displayed in a random order. In each video, the first
avatar speaks, followed by the second, and finally both speak together, as illustrated in
Figure 7.4. Participants were then asked to indicate which avatar was perceived to best
articulate the spoken sentence. This was repeated three times for each sentence, allowing
all combinations of avatars to be compared for each test sentence. In total, each of the test
participants evaluated 12⇥ 3 = 36 videos. Participants were permitted to re-view videos
before making a decision. To prevent guessing, participants could also indicate when they
could not diﬀerentiate between the two avatars. Participants were also given the option
to leave comments discussing their comparative observations and general thoughts. This
helped to gauge if participants found the avatar’s speech to be natural.
Figure 7.4: Example frame taken from a video used in the perceptual test. In this case the
left and right avatars were driven by KM-CART and MD-CART algorithms, respectively. The
frames show the articulation of the sound “K”.
Note, that each sentence’s synthesised feature trajectory was hand calibrated in the
BGE’s bone-driven shape key animation control script. These calibrations used linear
scaling for each of the seven features, as discussed in Section 5.1.2. In this way, the
VSS system’s outputs are scaled to make eﬀective use of the synthesised trajectories,
thereby producing the most visually compelling avatar animations. This calibration also
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reduces under-articulation, a previously addressed shortcoming associated with the use of
averaged trajectories [90].
Forty randomly selected participants took part in the perceptual tests. Most were
male post-graduate students of 20 to 26 years of age. All participants were fluent in
English however, none were considered experts in VSS.
Figure 7.5 presents the perceptual evaluation results. When compared with the base-
line MD-CART approach, the KM-CART algorithm achieves an improvement of over
10%. KM-CART also achieved a slightly more favourable assessment than MD-CART
when compared with the avatar animated by the motion capture recording’s feature tra-
jectories.
Figure 7.5: Perceptual test results showing participant preferences as a percentage. Testing
compared avatars animated by motion capture data (MOCAP), MD-CART and KM-CART
algorithms. The “Both” option indicates when participants could not diﬀerentiate between the
two avatars.
As perceptual tests are the ultimate gauge for VSS performance, this section can
conclude that the KM-CART-based VSS model is more compelling than the baseline
algorithm.
The results of the perceptual experiments question the suitability of RMSE as a met-
ric for gauging VSS performance. The RMSE results, seen in Table 7.1, indicate that
the trajectories synthesized using the baseline MD-CART algorithm tend to be spatially
slightly closer to the measured motion capture trajectories. However, the perceptual
tests, which use the same twelve independent test sentences, indicate that the KM-CART
is subjectively preferred by some margin.
These findings highlight the limitations of using RMSE to determine if a VSS model
is synthesising suitably realistic speech. Developing better mathematical tools for as-
sessing visual speech realism is clearly necessary. Consequently, the eﬀectiveness of a
similar metric to RMSE, known as the coeﬃcient of determination (R2), was also as-
sessed. Appendix C details the findings of these tests. The conclusion drawn from these
tests suggest little insight is given by coeﬃcient of determination. This was attributed to
the calculations still being based on mean squared errors.
Further work is also suggested to evaluate if our VSS model performs better than the
stochastic modelling techniques mentioned in Chapter 4. These evaluations would also
need to include comparative perceptual tests.
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7.4 Discussion of Evaluation
When reading through participant comments and engaging them in post-perceptual test
conversations, it was found that non-binary answers to the question, “is the avatar’s speech
realistic”, were always provided. This made it clear that speech perception is a complex
topic to convey. Consequently, participant evaluations are related to concepts such as
intelligibility, realism and the Uncanny Valley eﬀect, as discussed here.
Under-articulation was the most common fault identified by participants assessing VSS
intelligibility. As discussed in Sections 4.2.5 and 5.3.2, the use of an averaged trajectory
from a node can result in the more extreme measured excursions not being followed. This
was occasionally noticed by participants, with comments such as “the lips look lazy” or
“the pronunciation of the sound is not that obvious”. Under-articulation is also identifiable
by inspection of the synthesised trajectories. For example, the synthesised trajectories,
seen as dashed lines in Figure 7.6, are consistently below the measured trajectories, seen
as continuous solid lines. This indicates consistent under-articulation for all our decision
tree-based algorithms.
In Figure 7.6, the shaded band identifies an area where a bilabial plosive ‘P’ phoneme
is articulated. Here, the bottom lip’s closure is most clearly achieved by the KM-CART
algorithm, as seen in the central panel of the Figure. Correct clustering and selection of
this critical visual speech cue bodes well for the KM-CART algorithm, and may suggest
why it was often perfected in the perceptual tests.
Addressing under-articulation is a diﬃcult problem. Our solution was to hand cali-
brate the avatar’s scripted control system, as mentioned in Section 5.1.2. The process of
hand calibrating the scripted bone-driven shape key animation was subject to the discre-
tion of the author. As these tests were not supervised by someone familiar with visual
speech, such as an animation artist, the style and consistency of the calibrations may have
varied.
As an alternative approach, it may be possible to ensure that important visual cues are
correctly articulated by employing rule-based visual speech models. These could apply
a set of fixed rules to ensure full lip closure for more critical visual speech cues, such as
P/M/B phoneme utterances.
Synchronicity of the visual speech was also considered to be of great importance.
In practice, participant’s feedback largely suggested that the audio and visual speech’s
synchronicity was good for all algorithms. Such asynchronicity may be due to the time-
scaling of the sampled dynamic viseme trajectories, which was necessary to fit synthesis-
time phonetic segmentation. Mistakes were, however, most often noticed during side-by-
side viewings of the avatars. A possible reason for some of the diﬀerences notice here may
be because of the software used to create the perceptual test recordings, which was limited
it its ability to exactly align the audio clips of the two VSS recordings. This occasionally
created a very slight echo during simultaneous viewings, which may have aﬀected some
comparative tests.
The smoothness of the visual speech trajectories was also noted during perceptual
tests. Sentences were sometimes perceived as having unnatural jerky lip movements,
with this reaction correlating with more phonetically rich sentences. The interpolation
function, discussed in Section 5.3.2, was designed to avoid sharp inflection/turning points
during trajectory interpolation. This problem may have been compounded by deviations
from perfect monotonicity in the uttered speech. However, such ideal articulation is very
hard to produce in practice. Another cause for jerkiness may have been the variations
in the selected sequences of dynamic visemes. Further testing on the the selection and
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Figure 7.6: Synthesised bottom lip feature trajectories for the test sentence “His sudden de-
parture shocked the cast”. From top to bottom, the graphs are for the MD-CART, KM-CART
and SS-CART algorithms. The continuous dashed lines (blue) are the final synthesised trajecto-
ries, the short lines (red) are the triphone-based dynamic visemes and the continuous solid lines
(black) are the measured motion capture feature trajectories. The vertical green lines indicate
phone boundaries.
interpolation functions is needed to better understand this. A related issue was discussed
in Section 2.4.3, in particular, the importance of avoiding overly active lips.
The mixed reception of identical avatar speech segments by diﬀerent people demon-
strated that perceptions of visual speech vary greatly. This was also expressed by Bre-
gler et al. [98], who concludes that a deeper insight into visual speech perception is
necessary to design assessments which allow participants to give more informative feed-
back. However, user comments regarding speech realism were predominately positive,
suggesting that although synthesised speech was not perfect, it was still intelligible, and
at least demonstrated progress towards life-like VSS. These comments are reflected in the
perceptual test results, seen in Figure 7.5, where at least 35% of people either could not
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tell the diﬀerence or preferred the synthesised avatar’s speech.
Few participants found the avatar disturbing, suggesting that the character generally
avoided the Uncanny Valley eﬀect. Those that found the interactions eerie attributed
the discomfort to the avatar’s lack of movement and dead-pan gaze. This reaction to the
avatar’s irregular social behaviour may be explained by expectation violation theory [29],
discussed in Section 2.4.2. The character’s control system does, however, allow for other
facial features to be animated, the eﬀects of which should be examined in future work.
It should also be noted that most of the test subjects had had exposure to conversa-
tional characters in computer games. What eﬀect this exposure had on the participants is
unknown. In addition, it was noticed that female subjects were more sensitive to unnat-
ural visual speech cues, and were marginally more critical of the characters appearance.
Feedback from viewers observing the avatar driven by the motion captured speech
feature trajectories gave insightful feedback with regards to some initial limitations of the
avatar and its visual speech. For example, some subjects found that the talking style
of the avatar to be unusual as its mouth movements were occasional asymmetric and it
had an unusual accent. These problems were perhaps compounded by the tongue being
stationary. Using a professional voice actor with more visually symmetric speech and a
consist pronunciation style may minimise these discrepancies, and would likely improve
the avatars perceived speech. It is possible that this may also lead to better data clustering
as feature trajectories might be more consistent.
7.5 Conclusion
The evaluation of the decision tree-based VSS systems lead to two conclusions. Firstly,
the adopted MD-CART baseline algorithm was demonstrated to successfully and eﬀec-
tively utilise dynamic visemes. Secondly, the KM-CART algorithm oﬀered the greatest
improvement over the baseline. This was shown in perceptual tests. The advantage of
the KM-CART algorithm was its approach to clustering of the dynamic viseme trajecto-
ries. It achieved this by first finding trajectory clusters in an unsupervised way, and then
maximised the reproduction of these clusters using a phonetic attribute question. The
result was that tree leaf nodes were associated with more homogeneous datasets which in
turn led to improved trajectory synthesis.
It was also found that eﬀective evaluations can use mathematical metrics for perfor-
mance assessments, for example RMSE or coeﬃcient of determination. However, RMSE
did not agree fully with the results of perceptual tests. This indicates that the factors
important in human assessment of facial gestures are not well modelled by simple met-
rics like RMSE. Perceptual tests, however, require a lot of eﬀort to conduct, therefore, a
more informative computational VSS evaluation method remains a worthwhile research
objective.
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Summary and Conclusion
This chapter discusses the contributions of this work, its importance and the future of
VSS research and applications.
8.1 Summary and Conclusion
We presented three decision tree-based models which map the relationship between the
motion of the mouth’s features and their corresponding sounds produced during natural
speech. This involved the development of an avatar, which can use time-alighted phonetic
input to animate the mouth movements, thereby synthesising visual speech.
The final avatar’s appearance and control system were a result of the chosen open
source software packages Blender and MakeHuman. Scripted bone-driven shape key an-
imation was identified as the best tool for controlling an avatar in the BGE because it
can be calibrated and re-used to control any character produced by MakeHuman. Cou-
pled with the customised motion capture system, the virtual character could either be
re-animated using measured feature trajectories alone or it can articulate new speech
using any one of our VSS models.
The tests conducted in Chapter 5 then examined the eﬀects of viseme length and join-
ing techniques. Here, triphone-based segmentation was found to be optimal for preserving
coarticulation eﬀects. Experimentation with joining the overlapping viseme trajectories
also led to the design of an interpolation function which eﬀectively conserved coarticula-
tion.
Motivated by previous published research, we chose probabilistic modelling to be supe-
rior to gestural VSS models, because they automatically discover the relationship between
audio and visual speech. The disadvantage to stochastic VSS models is their tendency to
be data greedy. This made decision tree-based VSS a good choice, as it can eﬀectively
utilise sparse data sets, and can provide predictions for missing data points.
Our baseline MD-CART algorithm was an adaptation of an existing decision tree-based
VSS model, made to accommodate dynamic visemes. The theory upon which the MD-
CART algorithm is based (discussed in Section 6.2) was chosen because it showed the
greatest potential for success by having been applied in believable video-realistic VSS.
This algorithm was then developed further, resulting in the KM-CART and SS-CART
algorithms.
The success of this work is detailed in Chapter 6, were both training set size and
optimal meta parameters were investigated. All algorithms were proven to be capable
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of VSS. The KM-CART provided the most convincing improvement over the baseline
MD-CART algorithm.
Evaluations also suggested that all the VSS systems had one common issue, their
synthesised trajectories were often not reaching the same magnitude of displacement as the
measured trajectories. This resulted in the virtual avatar under-articulating its sentences.
This finding was attributed to the use of averaged values for the dynamic visemes.
Another key finding to this work was the limitation of RMSE evaluations. RMSE
comparisons of the three decision tree algorithms during varying training set size indicated
that the MD-CART performed best, however, perceptual tests found the KM-CART to
be preferable. A similar square error metric, coeﬃcient of determination (R2), was used in
an attempt to improve on RMSE’s limited performance indications, however, it was found
to give no further insight. These finding suggest that RMSE and R2 evaluations alone
are not suﬃcient for evaluating the goodness of VSS. Perceptual tests are therefore the
best and only analytical process which confidently infer how well VSS systems perform.
Our use of open source software and oﬀ the shelf equipment make the developed VSS
models attractive to low-resourced work environments. The chosen software packages
and the control system used to animate characters will also bode well for low-resource
work environment. This is because they can generate and control multiple variations of
human-like characters with relative ease using today’s standard desktop computer. This
satisfies the need for a cost eﬀective and versatile VSS system. The use of X-SAMPA also
opens these opportunities further by allowing for VSS research in diﬀerent languages.
In conclusion, this work successfully demonstrated the mastery of a multi-disciplinary
research topic. The solutions posed, while not perfect, diligently met the necessary objec-
tives, resulting in the development of a unique approach to VSS, the significance of which
is discussed below.
8.2 Contributions
Previous works suggested that the use of static visemes limit VSS because they do not
preserve coarticulation eﬀects. Our work supported these views as it successfully demon-
strated that longer viseme units employed in VSS models are better received. In the
process of achieving this, our work has contributed two unique approaches to working
with visemes comprised of triphone-based time-varying oral poses.
The unique approaches of the baseline MD-CART, KM-CART and SS-CART algo-
rithms resulted in them being considered as the most relevant contribution of this work.
The KM-CART being of greatest significance based on its improved performance over
the baseline MD-CART and SS-CART algorithms. By these findings, the KM-CART
is considered to be a more informed system because it first determines the best possi-
ble clusterings and then tries to reproduce this ‘best split’ based on phonetic attributes
questions.
The limitations of the RMSE and R2 as performance metrics was also considered an
important contribution to VSS evaluations. The impact of this finding is far reaching
as it implies that perceptual test of avatars are the only reliable tests, and that there is
a need for more advanced quantitative feedback algorithms, which could aid in system
training prevent the need for many comparative tests.
Lastly, our contribution with the broadest impact, was the explanation of how open
source software packages Blender and MakeHuman can be used to create a wide range
of conversational agents. The corresponding control system used to animate the avatars
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is also of significance as its versatility provides a platform for any person to puppeteer a
avatar’s movements.
8.3 Application of Work
It is necessary to consider the diﬀerent environments in which VSS can be applied.
Automated visual speech has the greatest potential for use in computer games. Here,
VSS can serve as an eﬀective tool for achieving speech animation. VSS models can
also be extended to virtual assistants, operating in both public and private settings.
A virtual assistant can aid in speech dependant tasks, such as teaching people a new
language, communicating information in a noisy environment or just being helpful with
articulating text, such as e-mails. Research has indicated audiovisual speech improves
speech intelligibility and also boost levels of engagement, both of which are desirable
attributes for any HCI system [71].
Another application of VSS is in animating the visual speech of digital movie char-
acters. It should be noted that the nature of animated movie characters heightens the
need for diversity and realism of oral movements. For such a VSS system to be eﬀective,
it implies the need for a more divers training set, which may required a mix of over-
exaggerated speech, speech with emotion and non-speech related oral gestures. As the
current system is implemented in a game engine, development of an animation tool which
can output visual speech sequences as keyframes in a film scene is required. But, if the
current VSS tool were made compatible, it would make for a much more eﬃcient means
to animate character dialogue.
In cases where VSS of new sentences is not needed, sole usage of the motion capture
technique developed in Section 5.1 has demonstrated the potential for eﬃciently repro-
ducing visual speech in animated characters. Therefore, instead of using the VSS system,
a voice actor’s speech and feature trajectories can be captured and their character ani-
mated directly through the motion capture control system. This process is advantageous
over regular motion capture systems as it is based on shape key animation, which allows
easy control of any character created by the freely available MakeHuman software. Our
motion capture system is also easy to set up as it requires few markers to be placed on
the face.
A future use of the VSS system could include encoded visual speech transmissions
for avatar based online communication. Internet video telephony (or voice over internet
providers) allow people to talk face-to-face, but this requires a large amount of data to be
transferred. With a voice to phonetic translation system coupled to a VSS system, only
the voice transmission is required. This is because the VSS system can use the phonetic
translations to animate an avatar at the user’s end. Therefore, less data transmission is
required for avatar-to-face based online communication. This could also be made more
engaging by allowing users to customise their avatars. This tool would likely be popu-
lar for online gaming and social networks. Chen et al. [73] also discuss this idea, and
its applicability to reducing face-to-face communication’s data transmissions when using
video-realistic avatars.
Lastly, the potential usage of the time-series data clustering techniques developed in
this work may also be applicable to other areas of research. For example, the clustering
of time-series data instances is applicable to domains such as traﬃc management and
transportation optimisation, ecological studies of animals motions/migrations and many
areas of stock market analysis [111].
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8.4 Future work
To conclude this thesis, we will identify aspects of the presented work for which further
research is applicable.
8.4.1 Data Capture
Potential developments for data capture falls into three categories: increased accuracy of
data capture; increased diversity of data capture; and automation of data capture.
Accuracy can be improved by refining the data capture procedure. Some possible av-
enues include: using diﬀerent markers, diﬀerent marker arrangements, marker-less track-
ing systems and developing diﬀerent tracking or marker detection sensors. The most
beneficial improvements would be those which reduce audio and visual signal noise, espe-
cially for captured feature trajectories.
Combining accuracy with freedom of head movement is ideal for capturing natural face-
to-face conversation. Therefore, creating a wearable capture system, or using a system
that can track movement at a distance, are also worthwhile research topics. Note, that
there are many diﬀerent technologies capable of detailed and accurate face tracking which
could be purchased for VSS-related data capture.
VSS work would also benefit from research which indicates an optimal set of training
sentences, which cover the most important words or syllables. Ma et al. [82] applied an
approach based on these principles by identifying the most frequently occurring syllables
in multisyllabic words and the most frequent words, based on the TIMIT corpus, and
recording them as part of their VSS system’s training data. It was unclear, however,
what the eﬀect of this was on improving the system’s synthesis performance.
Increasing the diversity of the recorded data provides new dimensions along which to
develop our avatar. The use of X-SAMPA, for example, provides the potential to extend
our approach to multi-lingual VSS. The suitability of diﬀerent tree-based algorithms to
cluster and synthesise diﬀerent languages could also be investigated.
Research could also consider capturing and synthesising oral gestures that are not
related to language, but to communication in general. Previous work has attempted to
automate voice driven animation of non-speech articulation, such as laughing, crying,
sneezing and yawning, but much work still remains [118]. Non-speech acts are not ac-
counted for by X-SAMPA. To resolve this incompatibility, further research is needed to
incorporate peripheral oral audio and visual gestures.
Of all the features that could be captured to extend this work, capturing information
about the movement of the tongue would be the most beneficial. The MOCHA-TIMIT
database [119] is one of the few freely available datasets of tongue movements. This
database could be adapted to use X-SAMPA for compatibility with our decision tree
algorithms. While the database is free, reproducing the tongue tracking procedure is not
feasible for low-resourced environments as it makes use of electromagnetic articulography.
Lastly, research into tools that automate aspects of data capture would be highly
beneficial to the VSS community. Whilst there are open source speech-to-text engines
available, no system exists which automates speech to time-aligned X-SAMPA phonetic
annotations. However, previous work has automated time-aligned phonemic labelling of
speech [82; 96; 98], thus it is feasible that such a tool can be created for X-SAMPA
transcriptions.
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8.4.2 Clustering Algorithms
It is common knowledge that visual speech varies enormously depending on the speakers’
unique anatomy and linguistic style, speech rate, facial expressions and the language
spoken. Cohen et al. [58] concluded that visual speech has no single theory or model that
could account for the variations in coarticulation for all situations. Therefore, further
development of VSS algorithms is always possible.
To further develop the decision tree-based time-series clustering algorithms, Aggar-
wal [111] suggests they should account for more specific properties which are related to
the nature of the time-series data. Such properties could include:
• Assessment of the data’s dimensionality.
• Integrating or diﬀerentiating trajectories and performing related line gradient oper-
ations.
• Detecting and reducing the presence of noise, particularly in the tracked feature
trajectories.
• Identification of systemic indiﬀerences in time-series data, including discrepancies
in the synchronicity of trajectories. This could include improved trajectory shape
comparators, for example dynamic time warping.
• Decision tree pruning algorithms.
• Hybrid decision tree-based algorithms, which combine the best performing aspects
of the MD,KM and SS-CART algorithms.
• The use cost functions to analyse and select more preferable trajectories represented
by nodes.
Finally, future research could focus on extending the proposed algorithms to allow
visual speech to be synthesised directly from audio. This has been shown to be a diﬃcult
but more eﬃcient approach to VSS because it is no longer necessary to present time-
aligned phonetic sequences to the system. The literature describes attempts to analyse
audio signals and identify information, such as stress, pitch or energy, which are indicative
of certain visual speech cues [77; 81; 98]. Much work still remains, however, before audio
spectral analyses eﬀectively relates sound to mouth movements.
8.4.3 Character Animation
Character animation covers a large body of research, including topics such as enhanced
graphic realism and full body animation. However, only work related to conversational
agents will be discussed here. These aspects include enhancing the face’s control system
and implementing full face animation.
Scripted bone-driven shape key animation has a number of control problems associated
with it. These include a lack of feedback that can prevent unnatural facial gestures or
severe asymmetry in the face, the need for an automated calibration system for scaling
the feature trajectories controlling the shape key animations, and the need for additional
shape key animations to allow for wrinkles, dimples or other facial features to be animated.
A feedback system is particularly useful for avoiding the many undesirable animation
possibilities that our system does not prevent. For example, the penetration of colliding
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surfaces/facial tissue and the production of unnatural mouth or face movements. Enhanc-
ing the VSS control system of our avatar to provide full face animation opens up many
new opportunities for HCI-related research.
8.4.4 Other Future Research Options
Our project research found that Blender has the potential to control external motors
based on the movement of its content. Therefore there is potential to create animatronic
characters, like those seen in Section 3.2.7. By puppeteer robots using a character based
in the BGE, human-robotic interfaces to be compared to human-computer based inter-
actions. This would be of great significance as there is little research comparing HMI to
HCI.
Another future development of the work presented here is to couple it with a TTS
engine. If the output of the TTS system includes time-aligned phonetic labels, VSS could
be performed for new target sentences. Mattheyses et al. [6; 67] achieve this using their
own customised TTS engine coupled with a photo-realistic avatar.
8.4.5 Future Evaluations
We have considered RMSE and R2 as metrics for assessing VSS performance. However,
our investigation showed that more advanced evaluation techniques are needed. Such
assessment techniques might be based on an analysis of common VSS errors, and thereby
also determine the causality of the errors.
Further testing may also include the psychological eﬀects of interacting with our char-
acter when using the diﬀerent VSS models. For example, can they reproduce the McGurk
eﬀect or, do they have the ability to improve the intelligibility of speech in a noisy en-
vironment. Another possible evaluation might establish whether the avatar allows lip
reading. This may also lead to improved techniques to teach lip reading.
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Appendix A
Scripted Bone-Driven Shape Key
Animation
Scripted bone-driven shape key animation uses bones as a proxy to control shape keys.
This is achieved with the use of Blenders’ animation drivers, which links the movement
of a bone to a shape key animation.This process is implemented in the BGE as follows:
• To start, a fully rigged virtual character is needed in the 3D view whilst the BGE
is in “Blender Render’s” “object mode”. The character must include a completed
armature and set of shape key animations (terms introduced in Section 3.4.2).
• Any simple transparent mesh object, such as a small cube, must first be created.
Eventually, this cube will act like a slider for adjusting the shape key animation.
The cube must be “parented” to a new bone, which can be created inside it. The
cube is created because bones acting as shape key drivers are not visible whilst in
“Pose Mode”. Once the new bone is associated with the cube, it must be “parented”
to the rest of the rigged character’s armature. For ease of control, the bone can be
“constrained” to move only a set direction and distance.
• To complete the bone-driven shape key animation set up, the character’s mesh must
be selected, going back into “object mode”. Then, selecting the desired shape key in
the shape key’s panel, right click on its “value” and select “add driver”. The shape
key should then turn purple, as seen in on the right side of Figure A.1. In the “graph
editor” , in “drivers”, the new driver for the shape key can be found. Selecting the
driver allows the types of transformations eﬀecting the shape key to be defined.
Transformations in the vertical Z-axis in local space are often used. The animation
drivers panel with these settings can be seen on the left of Figure A.1.
This process can be repeated to include all the character’s shape keys, making them
all accessible via bones. Next, Blender’s “Game” mode (also known as the BGE) can be
entered to set up script based bone-driven shape key animation as follows:
• In the BGE, the character’s armature must be selected in the 3D view. The “Logic
Editor” panel must then be opened to set up to control events in the BGE. Three
logic blocks are needed, as seen in Figure A.2, starting with a “Sensor” block set
to “Always”, connected to a “Controllers” block set to “Module”, connected to an
“Actuators” block with the type set to“Armature” and the constrain type set to
“Run Armature”.
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Figure A.1: Rigged character head with bone-driven shape key animation set up exhibiting
jaw cube’s bone control over the open mouth shape key.
• In the “Text Editor” panel, the following Python script must be written and saved:
#First import the BGE library
import bge
#Get access the current game logic controller running the
Python script,seen in Figure A.2
control=bge.logic.getCurrentController()
#Gets the game object which the controller is on,
Figure~\ref{fig:LogicBlocks} shows it is linked to the
Armature
owner=control.owner
#If not already initiated, set game object and get the
controller attached to an actuator and activate the actuator
if not "init" in owner:
owner["init"]=1
control.activate(control.actuators["Armature"])
#Access the game object access to a particular bone and
then give that bone its positional values. As the bone is
associated with a shape key, the character will be
animated repetitively.
Pjaw=owner.channels["PJaw"]
Pjaw.location=[xAxisValue,yAxisValue,zAxisValue]
• Finally the “Controllers” block’s “Module” must be given the Python script’s file
name.
Detailed instructions of bone-driven shape key animation for animators is available
in [54]. However, insights into script based animation using the BGE were obtained only
through Blender’s on-line chat forums.
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Figure A.2: Rigged character head with logic blocks set up to permit script based animation
using bone-driven shape key animation in Blender’s Game Engine.
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International Phonetic Alphabet
The International Phonetic Association’s IPA chart [12].
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Appendix C
Alternative Objective Tests
This section briefly discusses an attempt to improve on the limitation of RMSE’s judge-
ment by using a related metric, known as the coeﬃcient of determination, R2.
R2 is a measure of “goodness of fit” for a regression line to a set of data [120]. Equa-
tion C.0.1 expresses R2. Note that each dynamic viseme’s trajectory is represented at
a time-series and has n data point. Equation C.0.1 defines SSres, the sum of squared
of residuals between the actual and synthesised trajectory points, yi and fi respectively.
Equation C.0.3 represents SStot, the sum of squared deviations of the dependent variables,
yi, from their sample mean, y¯. R2 thus has a range of zero to one, with one indicating
perfect synthesis.
R2 = 1  SSres
SStot
(C.0.1)
where
SSres =
nX
i=1
(yi   fi)2 (C.0.2)
and
SStot =
nX
i=1
(yi   y¯)2 (C.0.3)
R2 evaluations were applied during tests conducted in Section 7.1 and 7.2 with results
graphed in Figure C.1 and Figure C.2 respectively.
Figure C.1: R2 results using incremental training subsets for MD-CART, KM-CART and
SS-CART algorithms.
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Figure C.2: R2 results using incremental minimum occupation stopping criteria for MD-CART,
KM-CART and SS-CART algorithms.
Comparing Figure C.2 R2 results to Section 7.2’s Figure 7.2 RMSE results, it can be
seen that no additional insight is presented. The three CART-based algorithms showed a
very similar style of performance with an even smaller variation in the evaluative metric.
I conclusion, both RMSE and R2 provide a usable performance metric, however, their
aggregative properties render them less eﬀective in identifying discrepancies relevant to
the nature of VSS works.
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Publication
The published findings of this thesis are presented here [7]. The work was presented and
published in the proceedings of the 1st Joint Conference on Facial Analysis, Animation,
and Auditory-Visual Speech Processing, in Vienna, Austria, on September 11-13, 2015.
The paper can be accessed in the ISCA Archive, available at: http://www.isca-speech.
org/archive/avsp15.
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